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ABSTRACT 
A Radiochemical study of cross section measurements in 
. . 
nuclear reactions With fast neutrons (14 Mev) has been carried 
out based on an activation techni~ue. 
As a source of 14 MeV neutrons the D +. T nuclear reaction 
has been used. The deuterons were accelerated in a Cockroft 
Walton installation and Titanium (or Zirconium) tritiated 
targets have been used .• 
As a neutron flux monitor the Fe56 (np)Mn56 nuclear 
reaction has been chosen. 
The (np),(nd) and (ne() reaction in Tungsten target 
has been ·investigated and a chemical method of s~aration 
between the elements involved (W, Ta, Hf) has been developed. 
Activity measurements were made ·with an end V!Jindow 
gas flow proportional counter calibrated by reference to 
a 4 ·if gas flow proportional counter. Tantalum and Hafnium 
induced activities were always counted in oxide form. 
A discuss:ion of the results obtained is given and 
compared, when poss;ible, with other similar data. 
In a subse~uent study ·(np) and (nd) nuclear reactions 
in a Mercury target resulting in very short activities of Au202 
(25 sec.) and Au203 (55 sec.) have been investigated using a 
100 channel pulse height analyser {ass~ciated \nth a scintillation 
counter) in addition tp beta counting techni~ue. 
.To determine· the emission of Au202 and its half life 
and (nO{) reaction in Thallium target resulting in the 
same Au202 has been investigated. 
Here also a discuss:ion of the results obtained is 
given. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A grea-:t deal of' information concerning nuclear structure 
has been obtained by examination of cross sections ( fr) as a. 
:fUnction of incident neutron energy. Nuclear cross section 
is defined as an area, but its size is of the order of 
riuclear area only for high energy neutrons when A (( R and 
'\f R2 ~ 3.10-24 or 3 barn. .The total erose section is; of 
the order of few barns, but partial cross sections differ · 
for different types; of reaction and element (1) (2) (3) (4.). 
At lower neutron energies when A} R wave properties 
appear and .the cr-0ss section gets larger th~ .. the value: men.:.: 
tioned, (may be thousands of times higher). 
The ·simplest method to measure th~ total cross; section 
is by transmi tance. ( \l' total ~- '(T'non elastic + (r~lastic) • 
Generally a total cross section will be a summation of other 
partial cross sections ( V =, tV(+ G'2 ~ (f3 ). The total cross 
section obeys the l/v law but usually many resonances are 
superimposed!. For light elem~nts resonances are widely 
spaced so they can be observed at high energies (in MeV 
region). For heavy elements the resonances are closed spaced 
and they are observed only at low energies. ~· · 
Each resonance represents an excited state of the compound 
nucleus formed after the addition of' a neutron •. 
Each such state or energy level has its properties deduced 
from these resonances. At higher neutron energies apparently 
the resonances disappe is quite unreal because of 
2. 
the increasing resolving, power,. . ·the smoo-th curve is f'ormed 
by resonances spaced closer together. The· width of' levels; 
increases with increasing neutron energy ane gets closer spaced, 
eventually they overlap when continl}um is attained-~ In this 
region the cross section determination gives an idea of' 
nuclear levels(3) •. 
The excitation energy in the compound nucleus is present 
in def'inite states (levels). The· f'or.mation of' compound 
nucleus is very probable·:·or its f'ormation cross section is: 
high when incident neutron has exactly the energy to f'or.m 
the compound nucleus in one of' i tsl many states. . Later a. 
neutron or gamma ray is emi ttedl and the nucleus is f'oup.d in 
a true ''bound state" (which cannot emit neutrons;). This 
bound state has a probability to emit ~quanta (f'alling to 
a lower f'inal·state)~ 
The theoretical treatment of' various cros:s sections as. 
a f'unction of' energy is based on nuclear models that allo~ 
its calculation. 
A nuclear theory_has been developed in .order to predict 
neutron cross sections in terms of' a nuclear model. start-
ing with this point of' view a model is proposed and is 
compared with the experiment. In this case a nucae:ar model 
is usea to predict the cross section and an improvemebt of 
the theory is looked for. A good example When measurements 
played an important role in improving the theory is the 
3. 
behaviour of fast neutron cross section which led to the 
• f 
inclusion of nuclear transparency in the ; mod~l~ 
The compound nucleus theory, when an incident particle· 
bringing its ·binding energy + kinetic energy is strongly 
absorbed in the nucleus, sharing its energy with all the 
nucleons, long living and forgetful of mode of formation, 
was very close with reality. It has recently been found 
that this model of compound nucleus (analogous to the liquid 
drop) is not eJ:l,tirely correc;t. The bombarding particle 
may travel a long distance (several nuclear diameters, before 
being absorbed. This transparency proved to be very s~cces~ 
ful in many cases. Weisskopf estimates the cross~ see:tions for 
this model of partial transparency. In this model many 
nuclear levels are filled, the incident neutron may travel 
a long path before being absorbed(3). If neutron energy 
increases, the chance to be absorbed gets higher because 
more energy levels are available to it •. Experiments prov_ed 
that at 15 MeV the nucleus is more black, but above 15 MeV 
the decreasing interaction cross section out-weighs the 
increasing level density and the nucleus becomes more 'trans-
parent'., At present these interactions (elementary particle 
cross sections:) using free, particles can be measured •. 
So far it has been found from experiments that incident 
neutrons do not amalgamate with the rest of nucleus when its 
4. 
energy is very low (Pauli principle), nor when it is very 
high due to weak interactions •. (l), (3) Actual theory refers 
to both models. 
A model is very important to predict a cross section· 
and a cross section to tes~t the·model. As was mentioned 
much of the information about nuclear structure comes from 
the study of the VaDiation of cross section with the energy 
of incident neutrons. 
But for slow neutrons this variation is very irregular 
and the nuclear excitation levels can be estimated from 
the fine structure of the excitation curve.(2) To estimate 
the fine structure monoenergetic sources of neutrons of· 
desired energy are required.(preferable adjustable). 
Sources of monoenergetic neutrons 
Monoenergetic sources of n~Utrons of sufficient intensity 
of low energies are based on two techniques: 
- time of flight (neutron velocity selector, mechanically 
chopped neutrons). 
- crystal spectrometer velocity selector. 
These two methods suce:eed in selecting neutrons of 
defined energy from a broad energy spectrum. This method 
applies up to a few KeV. (1)(3)(4) 
Other sources of hig~er monoenergetic neutrons are based 
5._ 
on nuclear reactions with light Euclei •. s.ources to provide 
monoenergetic beams are generally those charged particle 
reactions producing ,neutrons in which input energy is kept 
low enough to avoid productio~ o~ excited states. The best· 
reactions are with Hydrogen isotopes. 
EVen in the case that neutron energy spectrum is not 
monoenergetic, tim:e o~ ~light technique may be used in the 
.range mentioned or eiectronic pulse methods o~ filtration 
in Mev range. 
Initially Ra-~-Be sources of neutrons have b~en use_d(3){4) 
but such determinations are useless since- the neutron si;r~ctrmn 
is wide. {And over g = 10 the Coulomb barrier becomes 
important f'or 0( ' s of' 5 MeV). 
- -
.;.; Ace:elerators as:: V~ der Graa~~, ._ .. e_~kl--of't-Wal ton, 
cyclotron, synerocyclotron, cascade generators have been used 
to accelerate the bombarding particles {p,. d,) f'or this 
purpose:. 
The most usef'Ul reactions are those with Li, T for (pn) 
and D and T f'or(dn). s·ometimes photoneutrons ~rom H{(n) or 
9 ' 8 -Be {~n)Be ~ave been used. ·Monoenergetic neutrons ~rom 
Li7{pn)Be7 have been obtained but the negative Q value of' this 
implies a threshold energy of' 1.aa· MeV f'or incident protons. 
-The H2{dD.)He3 has a positive Q value {3.25 MeV) so 
neutrons are produced at-low bombarding ~nergies. Since no 
6. 
excited state of He3 is present, monoenergetic neutrons up 
to 7 Mev· can be_. produced ( 4). The neutrons from Li7 ( dn)Be8·, 
Be9(d,n)B10 are always contaminated with neutrons of lower 
energies due to Be8 ,B10 nuclei being left in excited states.(3)(4) 
For T(pn)He3 there is a threshold of 1.019 MeV due to negative 
Q. 
T(dn)He4 can produce neutrons from 1~20 MeV. It is 
an e?Ctremely useful source of high energy neutrons since the 
reaction has a very high, broad resonance with a peak at 
109 K"eV deuterons, also a good yield of high energy neutrons 
is obtained. with low energY incident particles. A very 
important fact is the total absence of excited states of He4 
so the neutrons are monoenergetic (14 MeV). For a thick 
Tritium gas target and 600 K.eV deuterons the yield is 5 x 108'n/ 
sec per ~amp (for Tritium adsorbed in thick Zirconium 
targets:). VVi th 200 K"eV deuterons the yield is 1e8 n/sec, 
per ~amp. (4) For these low incident particl~ energies:,. 
neutrons emitted at 90° are used since their en~rgy is 14.1 MeV ~) 
and insensitive to incident deuterons energies~ 
Paul and Clanke(6) used this neutron source successfully 
in measuring activation cross· sections for fifty seven 
elements. 
This study includes reactions as.: (n (>;: (np); (nq.); 
(n,2n). 
7. 
Neutron flux measurement 
I . 
In absolute fast neutron nuclear reaction cross section 
measurements, the precise neutron flux determination is an 
important factor on account of the impossibility of detecting 
neutrons diree:tly. The indirect methods based on secondary 
effe9ts have been used. 
- A method known as the associated p~rticle technique 
is based on measurement of charged particles emitt$d in the 
nuclear reaction, :for example:· T+d :;::. He.tn, in this case · o( 
. particles are detected .. ( 3) ( 4.) s.o 0( particles from a 
precisely deter.mined solid angle are counted with a proport~ 
ional or scintillator counter. 
- Another method is bas:ed on scattering of neutrons by 
protons. The protons of recoil :from a hydrogenous material 
are counted. A knowledge of n-p scattering cross sec:tions 
is required and it is made precisely by :the transmission 
technique. (3) (4) Here also the geometry plays an important 
role .and solid angles must be well known. The neutron 
source must be punctiform, this involves appreciable distances 
between source and sample and since neutron f.lllX decreases 
in acc.'Ordance with 1/d2 , a good geometry is atta,ined. at the 
expense o:f neutron :flux intensity. It is a limiting :factor 
for both methods in usual laboratory conditions. We cannot 
afford the flux reduction when the neutron source produces about 
109n;cm2sec especially for low cross sections. 
~ The third method of secondary standard is adequate 
for small nuclear reaction cross: sections. (4)(16). 
In this method the activity induced in the sample is 
compar~d with that induced in a reference exposed to the 
same flux. 
a. 
S'o from the known cross sectiori of the reference element 
the unknown one can be deduced but the precise determination 
of the first one is an important factor Which affects·. the 
results. 
The reference cross section must be e.s·tablished either by 
recoil particle or the associated part·icle m·ethod. . In one 
•' 
method (4) (13) (7) a sample as a thin disc is sandwiched by two 
thin reference discs. After irradiation-the activity of each 
reference disc is counted and a mean value of it may be 
related to the neutron flux. The method ·.is reliable when all 
discs are thin. (In order to calibrate this activity in terms 
of' neutron flux a separate experiment was carried out when 
neutron flux from the target was found by counting the 
associated ol:!.s). · This description is not suitable when the 
sample is powder as very often happens. For this reason 
another method has been developed (16) and it was suitable 
for our: ·work •. In this method the sample and the reference 
substance ·are well mixed and after irradiation the sample 
9. 
is -'Sepa!¥itai from the reference element by a sui table 
procedure and counted separately~ This method developed at 
Durham has the following adv~tages:: 
~ Sample is irradiated in powder form. 
- Fluctuations in neutron flux during irradiation 
play no role because both sample and reference, be_ing hom~ 
genously mixed are submitted to the same neutron flux·. 
- No precise geomet·ry is necessary for the same reasons .. 
~ The sample may be placed close to the target so 
maximum neutron flux is attained • 
.:.:. s·ample in powder form facilitates·· the chemical 
dissolution after the separation of sample~reference. 
As a consequence of these advantages the reference 
element· used as a secondary standard must respect ~he 
following criteria: 
a) To have a high cross; section determined exactly. 
b) It should be easily separated from the sample to 
allow short lived activity to be counted. 
c) It should have a convenient half life to permit a·. 
later counting. · 
d) It should have a quite high threshold energy to 
discriminate against the lower energy neutrons. 
In literature (ll6) (13) the following reactions have been 
used as standards~ 
Fe56(n,p)li/Iil56 
Al.27(n,Ol)Na24 
ou63(n,2n)Cu62. 
10. 
In our work when sample is used in the PC?Wder form .the 
best standard is given by the first reaction because. i~ allows 
rapid separation. The value for the cross section assumed· 
from literature is 124mb but a rnore.reliable value is about 
•···I·• 
. -
100 mb obtained in Durham using the associated __ particle meth.od • 
.:.:a 3 (Based on measureme~ts of very small volumes of' He 10 em.) 
Fast neutron cross section determinations 
The first important fast neutron cross sec:tion 
determinations were obtained by Paul and Cl~ke.(6) Their 
experimental results were compared with theoretical ones: which 
were calculated on the basis of evaporatio:n theory (5) due 
to Blatt and Weisskopf. They found that for (n,2n) reactions 
the theoretical predictions were in close agreement with 
experimental results but for other types aa (n,p) (ne(.) 
especially for heavy nuclei the experimental values are much 
higher. In their work as neutron source the T(dn)He4 
reaction was used. Maki-ng speculations on the reasons for 
deviations of (n,p); (n,O() results, from evaporation theory 
and the fitting of' some results they assume that in those cases 
11. 
when compound nucleus is formed the evaporation theory is 
approximately correct and the deviations are due to.other 
•, 'I r 
process of interactions between incident neutron -~d·--only 
, 
one proton or alfa particle which are emitted before much 
energy sharing takes place. 
The nuclear reactions studied were due to (np) ;. (nO(_); 
and (n,2n) .• 
In that concern the radiative capture cross·; sections for 
14.5 MeV neutrons an important study (7} has been made vnth 
about 30 nuclides. The cross sections found were of the 
order of 5 mb except for the lightest of the nuclides 
examined. 
The value of 5 mb found for radiative capture cross 
sections for 14.5 MeV neutrons is higher than one predicted 
from the theory of the compound nucleus. The low values 
observed near the magic numbers (neutron) are due to low le~el 
densities of nuclides with a closed neutron shell structure. 
In a later study (8) the authors using 14.5 MeV neutrons 
have determined the cross sections for (np) and (nO() in the 
mass range 100 (A (250. They found that (np) cross sections 
fell gradually from 10 to 1 mb in this mass range, if Paul 
and Clarke (6) found an increase in cross sections it shoul.d 
have been determined by the fact that most of their measure-
' 
ments were restricted to nuclides with mass. less: than 100. 
In this range their supposition is correct. 
In 1957 Brown and Muirhead (9) explained (np) cross~ 
sections due to Paul and Clarke if protons can also be 
emitted by direct interaction process. In this case the 
12. 
incident neutron interacts with a proton which may be in the 
body of the nucleus (contrast with _surface theo~y) and this 
type of process is complementary to the compound nucleus 
mechanism. 
For target elements with mass number greater than 100 
the Coulomb barrier still has little effect on the emiss-ion 
of highly energetic protons obta~ned from direct interaction 
with fast neutrons (14. 5 MeV) but proton emission from at 
compound nucleus will be virtually prohibited by the_ coulomb 
barrier, so this last contribution can be neglected. 
There are some previous measurements for (np) and (not) 
cross sections· (10) (11) (12) and the authors have included 
them in their study. Their conclusion for (np) reaction 
for heavy nuclides is. a do~vnward trend from 10 to 1 mb over 
the mass range 100-250 and there is no trend from o to 100 
mass· range where values are from 10 to 400 mb. ~e authors. 
-have calculated for each experimental result the theoretical 
cross; section. predicted by direct interaction theory of 
Brown and Muirhead and they inclined for this theory in 100~ 
250 mass rarige. 
FIGURE 1 
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For (nol) reactions there is no satisfactory theoretical 
treatment. 
There is very little experimental· study for (n,pn) and 
(n,np) reactions with heavy nuclides targets.(1~) (15).. In 
-
one study (13) the authors have measured (nd_) cross section 
with 14.5 MeV neutrons of five heavy nuclides using activa-
tion method and have compared their results with theoretical 
ones predicted by direct interaction theory. Of course 
by activation methods one cannot distinguish between (n,pn); 
. . 
(n,np) or (nd) reactions. 
For the five nuclides that have been measured at this 
neutron energy (13~21 MeV) it seems that the cr.oss sections 
determined are very dependent of neutron energy. , They 
found that Brown and Muirhead direct mechanism satisfy 
the experimental results. 
APparatus and experimental procedure 
1) Neutron source 
As we have mentioned the nuclear reac.tion T(dn)He4 is 
used to obtain neutrons of 14.5 Mev. Tritium is adsorbed 
in a thin-Titanium foil supported by a Copper disc. Tritium 
activity is about one Curie (0.3 ml s .. T.P.) Each disc is 
divided into four segments and were fixed on the brass target 
block. 
In Fig. 1 it is given the description of the target 
FIGURE 2: 
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assembly_. 
very close the sample to be irradiated is fixed. 
Bombarding particles are deuterons accelerated in an 
accelerat1ng tube, which hit the target producing fast 
neutrons. 
This nuclear reaction has a high wide resonance for 109 KeV I 
deuterons, so the deuteron beam must have a sui.table energy 
which is produced with an accelerating tube· of a Cockroft-
W8 lton accelerator. It consists of a quadrupl1ng circuit 
described in Fig. 2·. The 240 V a.c. with a variac is 
feeding the primary circuit of a transformer which can 
supply 100 KV output in its secondary circuit. !Phis is fed 
in the quadrupling circuit (rectifiers, condensers_) and the 
high d. c. voltage is feeding the gaps of accel-erating (linear) 
,tube, Fig. 3. 
The deuterium is produced by the electrolysis of heavy 
water and the gas is supplie~ to the tap ion source equipment 
of the accelerating tube. Ionisation is produced ~th high 
frequency electrodeless; discharge,. and the ions extracted by 
a potential difference applied for this purpose.. The 
deuterons are acc:elerated. between the gaps due to d. c. high 
voltage applied from the accelerati~g equipment described. 
(quadrupling circuit). 
FIGURE 3 
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The gap between succ:ess:i ve sections has both focussing 
and def'ocusstng action on the dEniterons. Entering the gap 
is focussed and leaving it is defocuss:ed but focussing action 
is much stronger since deuterons move slower when entering 
the gap. The cylindrical ace:elerating electrodes are 
enclosed in a glass. tube connec:ted with a vacuum pumping system. 
The target ass.embly is situated in the middle of the 
target room to avoid scattering neutrons (wal~~} entering 
.· 
the sample. The target assembly is provided with a Molibdenum 
shutter which can be open to permit the deuterons to hit the 
target. 
Deuterons have 130 Eev· energy and the beam produced 200 
The neutrons produced are not exactly monoenergetic, their 
energy-is nevertheless; defined between 14 •. 5-14 •. 9 MeV limits. 
Fluctuations in neutron.flux result from variations in 
magnitude and position of the deuteron beam and from the 
gradual ejection of triti~ atoms from the target under 
bombardment; the ac~umulation of' decomposed pump oil on 
the target sur.face also reduces the neutron yield. 
We have also to take into consideration the build up of' 
deuterium in the tritium target and with the time neutrons 
of' 2.5 MeV are produced by H2(dn)~e~ nuclear reaction but 
their contribution can be neglected in our case. (Low 
activity induced in the sample so· only new tritium target 
was used). 
unl~ss· .. f'ortui tously, the half'-li ves of' monitor and 
-·react~ product are the same, it is necessary that the 
16 •. 
variation of' neutron f'lux during .the time of' irradi'ation must 
be exactly known. 
These fluctuations were monitored by a proton recoil 
scintillation coun1;;er (high biased to eliminate lower·energy 
neutrons).· The- neutron counting is made at intervals; 
shorter than half' lif'e of' t~e induced activity;. This 
fluctuation in the neutron f'lux must be known f'or the study 
of f'ast neutron cross sections. _,· 
·2) Counting equipment and auxiliary facilities 
(a) Geiger~MUller (end window) counter. 
It was used f'or informative determinations concernimg 
radioactive -isotopes determinations, added as tracers in 
performing a chemical method. ·The counter characteristics: 
HT 1650 v, a plateau with a slope ~' dead time 500 JA'sec. 
The average background (lead castle) 20 cjmin. 
{b) Halogen quenched liquid counter. 
This has been used f'or the determination of' Mn56 activity 
obtained with f'ast neutrons in: Fe56 (np)Mn56 when Fe has 
been used as a ref'erence element in a mixture with the sample. 
FIGURE 4 
The end window proportional counter 
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It was calibrated with a 41f gas flow proportional 
counter f'or MD. 56 and its ef'fici·ency f'ound to be 8.635% and 
optimum HT 350 V. with a go<?d plateau of' several hundred volts. 
Its dead time was 500 Jl"sec _a.:Q.d f'or th~s reason always a 
dead time correction was necessary having to deal 'nth high. 
activities. Background in the lead castle had values between 
13~15 c/min. 
(c) The end window gas f'low proportional counter f'or [1 rays._ 
It has a cylindrical f'orm, made f'rom brass with an 
internal diameter of' 2 ... 6 ern and at its end with a very·· 
thin window, a plastic f'ilm (VYNS,_ 70-80. ~-g/cm2 t~ick,nes:s;) 
one si~e gold coated to be conductive. Inside the counter, 
centrally situated is an anode loop i inch diameter made·rram 
constantan (0.001 inch diameter). It v~s soldered in a thin 
Nicke~ tube insulated f'rom the counter walls with a teflon plug 
Fig. 4, and also provided with a gas inlet and outlet·. The 
f'low gas is a mixture of' 9Q% argon and 1Q% methane purif'ied 
not to contain even traces ~f' oxygen, H20 etc. Its .f'low 
rate must be about 0.5-0 •.. 75 ml per second (16) and care should 
be taken to avoi4 overpressure (sligh~ly over atmospheric 
pressure) because of the f'ragile window. This counter nee.ds. a 
HT 1800 V with about 300 V long plateau, its paralysis t~e 
50 }lsec and the background in a lead castle 1~15 counts/· 
.I 
minute ... 
Fl!GURE 5 
-411 proportional counter 
/ ~ 
Gas-
flow 
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This counter has very reliable properties, giving 
reproducible results. The end Window proportional counter 
has been used for current activity determ~nations and was 
calibrated (efficiency) with a 41f-proportional counter. 
(d) 4lr proportional _(gas flow) counter. 
I"t was used for absolute activity measurements (dis-
integration rate) of radioisotopes selected to calibrate the 
end window proportional counter. It is very advantageous 
because all {3 rays are emitted in the counter volume and are 
counted~ 
Even emission of' r rays (following p ~ s) or anihilation 
radiation being emitted within the dead time interval are 
not counted. Similar with other secondary effects as 
scattering etc. So its 100% efficiency for.~ rays make it 
to be very usefUl for disintegration rate measurements. 
Pate and Yaf'fe.(17) have described the characteristics 
obtained in a series of determinations with an improved. 
technique. 
In our studies, the 41( counter used, consisted of two 
cylindrical parts hinged together Fig. 5, provided in an 
equatorial plane with the source support.-..: .. ~. The two· pieces 
are tl:J,en separated by the source, but source support permits: 
the gas. (CH4, 10% + argon 90%) to flow through the two chambers 
(groove at the edge). The counter is provided with two anode 
-
--
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wires (one for each part) fixed in good insulator at the two 
ends (Teflon). The counter plateau was never less than 400. V 
and HT 1750 V, its paralysis time 50 ~sec. 
lead castle 35 c/min. 
Background in 
When the source is changed, the counter is open and after 
each operation there is a time of 10 minutes until the 
counter regains its sensitivity .. 
In normal conditions ionisation produced gives a unit 
probability response but a small fraction of energy (of ~ rays) 
will not give 1 response. This fraction increases as the 
maxim~ energy of the spectrum decreases. One pzaincipal 
factor which·may affect response probability is the source. 
The source support is a very thin VYNS plastic film (17) (16) 
supported by Aluminium rings~ (2.6 em. diameter). 
This Aluminium frame is fixed in between the two 
counter chambers. 
The VYNS film (20 Fl c~2) is one side gold coated, to 
make· it conductive. . ·The preferable gold thickness: 2 p;g!cm2 
and may be determined spectrophotometrically. A thicker film 
may affect ~ rays of low energy. 
Radioactive source must· be deposited on the central area 
of the film. The best position described by an area with 
1 em. diameter. The radioactive residue to be of the order 
of 10 ~ or even less for the same reasons (for low 
20. 
energy ff' emitters). : 
The preparation of source support (VYNS film) used 
in our study is given.by Pate and Yaffe.(17.) In our work 
we have prepared a stock solution by diss·olving 1 weight resin 
in 2 weights solvent. Before use it is diluted; 2 volumes 
of the stock solution with 1 volume of solvent. 
V~en thin saturated solution of VYNS in cyclohexanone is 
spread over the surface of water, the cyclohexanone is 
dissolved and .a VYNS film is left on the surface. s:o this 
film should be placed on the .Aluminium support and 
later gold coated in vacuum. On the opposite side one drop 
of radioactive solution should b~ placed but previously to 
allow a uniform spreading, one tnsulinf drop (1 mg insulin 
dis_s·.olved in 10 ml water +.- 1 drop HCl cone.) with an 
appropriate equipment allow to wet the central area. 
So with insulin as spreading agent a drop of radioactive 
so~ution, dried permits a uniform central distribution of the 
activity. 
(e) Scintillation counter (Nai crystal activated With Tl) 
has also been used in our determinations. 
The scintillating crystal (either a plain cylinder or a 
"well crystal" as appropriate) is optically coupled to an 
electron multiplier photo-tube. 
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(f) 100 channel pulse heig~t analyser (associated with a 
scintillation counter). 
The unit sorts pulses into 100 channels each with a 
storage capacity of 16,383 (214-1). The pulses produced by 
the detector are sorted into channels as a fUnction of their 
peak voltage. The pUlses are stored in a delay line and the 
same time displayed on a cathode ray tube screen. The storage 
unit is a Nickel delay line {allow 14 binary digits in each 
channel then 14 x 100 = 1400). Channel width is selected 
between two values; i V and 0.1 v. 
, ' 
Pulses with the same amplitude will be directed into the 
same channel and stored. 
A back bias ~nables the input pulse to be biased betwe~n 
0 and 50 v. 
On the screen there. are 100 vertical rows of 14 dots: 
arranged that lower voltages are on the left and higher on 
the right hand side of the tube. Values of the dots in 
0 1 2 3 vertical direction are ~rom bottom to the top 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 •••• 
To estimate the channel number the possibility to shift 
the X deflection exists every fifth channel. 
The unit is also provided with coincidence and anticoincidence 
facilities. 
The unit includes also a timing eq,uipmen.t which permits 
counting runs to be carried out for a preset live time and 
compensates for analyser dead time and no correction for this 
is req,uired. The time interval chosen depends on activity 
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and at higher acti'vity is longer because the analyser is 
"dead" f'or a larger fraction of' the time.. The K'icksorter 
is provided with a unit which allows the data stored to be 
printed in octal notation on roll·paper and full automatic 
recording under the control of' the live time integrating 
time unit. 
The unit is also provided. with a maTl.ual control. · 'll'lh.en 
channel .information has been recorded, if'. automatic control 
operates, the analyser and timing scaler begin counting again 
for the same time .interval p~ef'ixed and followed by another 
recording a.s.o. It is also provided w1 th controls which 
make it poss.ible to limit "t!he number of' channels printed to 
those of' immediate interest, thereby reducing the print-
out time. 
For each determination, initially, the scintillating 
crystal is calibrated ~dth standard radioisotopes and a 
peak activity versus ch~el number permits an.estimation 
of sample isotope. energy. 
The very short half' lives isotopes activities cannot 
be printed since printing time for 100 channels last 90 sec. 
For this purpose a camera was ~ranged to be actuated 
by ~he timer and it records in two seconds on f'ilm the 
spectrum displayed.on the cat~ode tube screen. When the 
camera shutter is closed automatically the 100 channels 
Kicksorter start counting again, the timer operates the 
shutter, when it is open the counting is stopped and 
spectrum displayed on the screen is photographed. 
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(g) When proportional end window counter has been used 
to f'ollow a decay curve f'or a long time (40 hours.) an 
auxilliary recording equipment connected with the scaler have 
permitted a preset ~umber of' counts to be recorded on a 
roll paper the same time with minutes time intervals 
(pulses ·f'rom a timer un1 t ) .• 
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14 M·ev neutron cross sections in .Tungsten· 
In this study a Tungsten target has been selected to 
make an exaGt determination o~ ~ast neutron cross sections 
~or nuclear reactions poss.ible. The same time a Tungsten 
t_arget permits an (nd) reaction study where the experim~ntal 
data are quite absent. 
In our experiments the target· has been used in a 
powder ~orm ~or reasons· we have just m~tioned in a previous 
chapter~ 
Iron granules homogeneousJ,.y mixed w:i. th the t"arget element 
,;· 
has been used as reference element. The ·sample mixt~re in 
a polythene tube was placed near target assembly. 
When optimum deuteron beam is obtained, the .. MOlibdenum 
shutter was opened and ~ast neutrons are produced. 
During the time .o~ irradiation (1 hour) the neutron 
counting :r.~te is recorded at 10 minutes time interval.s. 
·-~· ' 
The ~ollowing more probable nuclear ·reactions (theoretically) 
with the nat.'t)_ral isotopic mixture o~ Tungste~: 
(v?-80 o.14%, w='-82 26 •. 2%, wl-83 14 .. 3%, wl-84 30.7%, wl-86 28.7%) 
(n,2n) 
·r80 (R,2n) wl-79 (40 min, IT 7 min); wl-82 (n,2n) wl81(145d); 
wl86 (n, 2n) vvl85(70d) 
(n ,-p") . -
wl82(n-,p) Ta1~2(115d, IT 16 min); vt-83(n,p) Ta183(5d);; wl-84· 
(n,p) ~a1~~(8.7J:l); Wl!.86 (np) Ta186(10 mln) .. 
. .I 
(n,o( ) 
w184 ( n o() Ht181' ( 45 d) ;; wl86 ( n P() Hf183 ( 64 min) 
(ncl) 
wl86 (nd) Ta185 (49 min) 
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We only mention the radiative. capture pos~bility· (n·(·) 
when the following isotbpes ~;re obtained:: r 81 , vf83 ( 5 sec), 
' --~ 
w185, ~y187 ( 24 h)~ 
•, 
.... ', ............ ·. 
In our study we shall exclude thee-Tungsten ·i'e.o.topes 
because low activity as well as very complex decay scheme 
f'or many isotopes, very long or very short half' lives, and 
(n,2n) combined with (n ~)reactions make it practicaily 
impossible. 
The nuclear reactiom taken into consideration are (np); 
(nd); (n ~). For relatively short irradiations (1 hour) 
only Ta184 , Ta186 as (np); Ta185 a.s (nd.) and only Hf'183 as 
(no(), will be sigriif'icant. All other nuclear reactions 
give products of' half' life so long that no signi~icant 
activity is to be expected. 
To verify this supposition we have found from a pre-
liminary irradiation (without a chemical.separation) that 
a decay curve shows· only a short component of' 50 min and 
a long one of' 8 hours half lives. This has been done with 
an end window proportional counter• The short component of' 
50 minutes cannot be ascribed to Ta185 49 min only because 
26.-
Ta186 10 min and Hf183 64 min. 
Using a single channel pu_lse height analyser and 
waiting about 70 minutes after the end of irradiation when 
all Ta186 10 min is gone, we tried to separate Ta185 49 min 
of Hf183 64 min. We have done a calibration of scintillating 
crystal with the-three peaks of se75 and from nuclear data 
we have chosen the 0.175 MeV, ~quanta of -T~+85• (~~h 
appropriate channel limits~. A similar decay c~e-has 
been obtained but it was quite impossible to_be resolved. 
~ · . 
... 
From these determinations it seemed clear that 
a chemical separation between the three el~e11ts w, Ta, Hf 
,, 
was a necessity, and of course proportional ·count.e:r;a is 
preferable because ~ rays are detected with higher 
efficiency and precise calibration and reliable measurements 
are possible. 
A~l three radioisotopes involved in our study are 
and ~ emitters.(38) 
184 p -Ta' of 1.06 (25%); 1.26 (72%); 1.36' MeV (3%) •. 
185 
-Ta P. 1.48 (5%); 1.72: (95%) complex r spectra 
Hf183 -~ 1.4 ( 100%). 
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Chemical methods associated with fast neutron cross section 
determinations in Tungsten target 
. In bombarding Tungsten. ·target with fast neutrons 
Tantalum and Hafnium isotopes .are built up as well as 
radioactive Tungsten isotopes. Their chemical s~aration 
must be performed·in order to estimate the radioisotopes 
obtained. 
It is also very important to ensure ~uch a ~hemistry 
that the separat~d;: .isotope should be in a pure chemical 
form at last or should not contain other 'tadi:oac·tive, 
contaminant elements and exchange equilibri.Uiil must be estab-
li.shed between carrier and activity. It ;.:1 s preferable 
that the chemical yield should be high but it fs not 
essential since finally a chemical yield determination i.s 
made. 
The first step after irradiation is the magnetic 
separation of Iron granules from the Tungsten target (powder). 
The next step is the disolution of the sample in a 
convenient reagent ensuring complete solution of Tungsten 
and the same time of Haf"nium and Tantalum. 
Because H~ium and Tantalum radioisotopes are in tracer 
quantities the reagent used should already contain Hafnium 
and Tantalum carriers. 
A .very important factor is the time interval in which 
the chemical separation. is performed having in view that 
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the shortest half' lif'e taken into consideration is 49 min. 
Starting with these points of' view we shall discuss 
briefly some of the existing methods f'rom the literature. 
Tungsten metal is only superficially attacked by acids, 
aqua regia but its rapid diss.olution 'is obtained with a 
mixture of' acids as HF T. HN03 or HCl04 + H3Po4 • (18) 
Hafnium is acid resistent being attacked only by 
aqua regia, HF and bett~r by a mixtUre of' HF+ HN03.(21) 
Hafnium dioxide (Hfo2 ) which is used in our experiments as 
carrier is slowly attacked. by HF + HN03 mixture. 
·Tantalum is insoluble in aqua regia but readily 
dissolved in a mixture of' HF + HN03.(18) 
The solution chemistry of' Hafnium is not well known 
and considerable confusion exists in the literature regarding 
the ionic species in the aqueous solution. This depends 
on the f'act that Haf'nium ions ~erg.'?· ' hydrolysis; and 
poly.merisation in aqueous solution, which is strongly 
dependent on pH.(19) The only important valency is ~· 
Ha:fnium has same very insoluble compounds as 
phosphate, iod.ate, cupf'errate etc. The hydroxide is 
precipitated with ammonia. Barium and HF give barium f'l'tio.ro-
haf'nate ~BaHf'F6 ) which is insoluble in excess fluoride and 
af'f'ords a good separation f'rom Tantalum. 
The usual form in gravimetric analysis procedures 
is ign~ted Hf02 following the precipitation as hydroxide 
(Hf'o2~H2o), (22) cupferat·e etc. Mandelic and Flavianic 
acids have also been used.(20) 
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In addition to hydrolysed species, Hf forms complex iona 
with many reagents. The fluoride is the most stable complex~ 
It also forms chelate complexes with acetylacetone, TTA, 
cupferron, etc. 
· It is important to underline that Hf' tracer is strongly 
co-precipitated with most precipitates in acid solutions not 
containing comple~for.ming ions. 
Hf with alkali fluoride in aqueous solution can give 
also these complexes:' YfF6 and K3HfF7. (23) 
Tantalum(24) in·:·aq,ueous solution exists: only in the form of 
complex ions:. Tantalic acid is readily hydrolysed. Alkaline 
hexatantalates are soluble. Its important valence state 
is +5. 
Tantalum may be precipitated with s~e tungsten by tannic 
acid from tartrate·or oxalate solution. From a tantalate 
solution hydrated oXides are precipitated when acid is added. 
CUpferron has been extensively used to precipitate Ta 
from tartrate or oxalate solution. 
The usual gravimetric procedure is precipitat~ as hydrated 
oxide, tannate or cupferrate followed by ignition to the 
pent oxide. 
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Only in the presence of co~lex ~orming anions (tartrate; 
oxalate, fluoride) is tracer Tantalum stable in solution. 
In absence of this, tracer Ta may be carried by such 
precipitates as Mn92, Teo2 , dust, silicagel etc.·· 
Tantalum with HF forms only TaF7 -- complex (24) and 
with a fluoride (KF) in HF solution K2TaF7 (23) slightly 
soluble in cold water. The ~xistence of a compound of the 
is known only with NaF. ( 23) 
The same type \rlth Tungsten is also possible but only 
with KFtK3 VVF 8 ); it has a high solubility. ( 23) ·• 
• < 
A number of· chelate complexes are also known. 
s·ome of these chemical properties of different compounds 
have been su~cessfully used in obtaining a chemical separation 
among the W,Ta,Hf' elemet:lts •. 
Some precipitation methods have been used for this 
separation: 
One of them (18) is based on pron~unced differentiation 
of chemical behaviour between same elements in oxalate solut~on 
so Tantalum is more readily precipitated than Hafnium with tannin. 
This method is not always adequate:: it depends on the 
relative amounts of the elements involved and Tungsten, if 
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present, is carried by tl).e Tantalum., 
The method is tedious and the time required is much 
too long. 
A separation between Ta and W with silicic acid is· 
described in (25) but completeness: of separation is affected 
by the presence of Hf-or Zr. 
In a new method· (26)(19) where W, Ta, Hfo2 have. been 
diss·olved __ in a mixture of HF· +. HN03 ,_ and later the solution was 
made 3N in HN03 + HF and Ba++ ions added~ Hafnium was 
precipitated as BaHf F6 and separated. 
has been precipitated With KF. 
If tungstic acid was used as a target this was dissolved 
' 
in NaOH ~d the Ta induced radioactivity coprecipitated w.ith 
ferric hydr·oxide by the ad.dition of .F.ecl3 s·olution~ (30) 
The precipitate was dis:s:olved in HCl and a second 
precipitation by the addition of inactive; sodium tungstat~ 
(hold back carrier) was necessary. 
This method does not effect a Hafnium separation. 
Other methods are based on s:olvent extraction technique. 
•. 
Methyl i.sobutyl ketone (hexone) has been .used to extract 
·Ta fluorides in the presence of H2so4.,Hcl,HN03 ~HF. (24} Hexone 
HF~HN03 system may be used to extract Ta in presence of 
.other elements including Hf. The same reagent (hexone) used 
., .. -·~ 
! .. 
I 
-I 
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but·not Har.nium.(27)(28) Unfortunately, the 
hexone method is affee:ted by .the presence of TUngsten• (29), 
an4 for this reason this method is excluded • 
. Butylp~osphoric acid method extracts Ta as well as 
Hf in the srume time. ~t is also excluded). 
It has been shown that Ta could be extracted from 6M HCl 
-(1~3)M,HF with di-isobutyl carbinol. Zr (or Hf) remains 
;in the aqueous phase.(24) 
For Hafnium some of the previous reagents (hexone, 
butylphosphoric acid) may be used but wi th'out attaining a. 
complete separation of Tantalum. 
Trialkylphosphine oxides (as tri-n-actyi~phosphine oxide) 
in cyclohexane complete~y extract Hafnium.(19) 
But solv~t extraction methods are affected by the 
presence of l.arge amounts. of Tungsten and do not always give 
a complete separation between Hf and Ta. To improve the 
separation re.;;.;extraction is necessary and sometimes a. long 
contact between phases· is required to attain equilibrium. 
Ion exchange methods afford the most satisfactory means 
of separating many eiements including Hafnium and Tantalum when 
. time factor can be neglec:ted. 
The fluoride complexes usually are not adsorbed on a 
cation exchange column. Mixture of Hf and Ta can be separated 
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following adsorbtion on the cation exchange column by selective 
elution (oxalic acid etc.)(32) 
The anion exchange resins are useful when fluoride 
complexes are for.med (avoiding hydrolytic polymerisation 
of Hf). 
The separation of Hf-Ta was effected on a Dowex~2 resin 
.. ~. 
column by elution with HCl of appropriate concentrations.(33) 
Ta exhibits a strong tendency to colloid formation and to 
ensure. true solution strong complexing agents are used 
'' .. (F- or c2~4--) and are suitable for Ta separation from other 
elements. The colloidal nature of Hf and Ta may be exploited, 
A study of separation, and distribution coefficients for 
different elements (including W, Hf, Ta) between the ion 
exchange resin Deacidite and·Zeo Carb 225 and up to 
10M, HCl (11~ HF) solution have been determined (35), and a 
scheme of separation is proposedl. 
With an anion exchange chromatographic method (36) a 
separation of Ta of other elements were possible. 
The ion exchange methods are also affected by large 
amounts of Tungsten in the presence of small amounts of Ta and 
Hf .PT:o per:f'orm a separation between Ta and Hf a previous 
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eiimination of W should have been done. Even when a high 
degree of separation would be possible, the long chemical 
method associated with it does not per.mit the application of 
. . 
these methods due to relatively short half life of 49 min. 
(Ta185}. 
Chemical methods; used ·in present work 
A) Chemical separation of' elements involved in 
present Btu&. 
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In f'inding a chemical method we had to take into account 
two facts of' great importance: 
1) A complete c4emical separation between Tantalum 
and Haf'nium is requir~d, even traces of' contaminants· 
are not allowed. 
2) The time of' chemical sepa~ation to be as 
short as poss:ible because of' the 49 min. half' life of' Ta185, 
and the low activities involved. 
Starting with the methods we have just enumerated 
and withdif'f'iculties we have mentioned., we have concluded 
that most suitable method seems to be one described as a 
precipitation method.(26) 
In it~ initial f'orm this method was not suitable f'or our 
purposes and some modifications have been f'ound 
necessary. 
In this description as given in (26).vv, Ta, Hi" were 
diss:olved in HF and HN03• Carriers were adde~ and solution 
was made 3N in HN03 + HF.. Ba++ ions to precipitate 
BaHf'F6 completely were added. After centrif'ugation the 
solution was saturated with-~F~r KHF2 ~o precipitate K2TaF7 
(white) •. 
. •'" .. :. 
In order to check the ef'f'iciency of' the method Feigl Spot 
Test technique was unsuccessfUlly used on the separated 
f'ractions.(37) Test for Hf' in presence of other metals 
w1 th specific reagents as: (l ni trosoo( naphtol, aliz:arin, 
morin, p-dimethylaminoazophenyl arsoni'c acid, is hindered 
by the presence of F- ion. 
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The test for W (even no importance) based on cat~ysis of 
Titanium (Ti+++)-malachite green reaction has been used when 
malachite green is slowly reduced at colourless compound 
in the absence of' w, (but Ti+++ act rapidly_ as a reducer in 
the presence of w as a catalytic accelerator) •. This reaction 
•' 
was masked by the presence of' No3- and F-. 
we proposed to check the usefulness of' the method with 
use of the radioisotopes of T.a and Hf·. 
We have sent Ta and Hf'02 samples to Harwell when Tal
82: and 
Hf'l8l radioisotopes have been produced by slow neutron 
irradiation in a nuclear reactor. 
These radioisotopes (Tal82 115~) Hf'181 45d were added 
as tracers in our study.· After irradiation these samples 
were both diss·.olved in a mixture of HN03 + 'HF, and kept in 
polythene bottles in s;trong HF media to avoid colloidal form'. 
From these suitable dilutions were made and these secondary 
solutions (HF mec:lia also) were used as tracers;. (Ta182 as 
0.84 y..c/inl and_ Hf'181 0.86 f-c/ml). 
In our preliminary study Ta and ~fo2 were diss·olved in 
3'7. 
a mixture of HF + EN03 (carrier. amounts of 10-50 mg) ·; . ~ ••· • I 
and only one tracer was added. In a next step 5 g Tungsten 
(powder) w:as dissolved in this. solution'-·and the chemical 
method was applied!. If Hf'181·· has been used as tracer 
both separated fractions for Hf and Ta have been checked 
for radioactivity. - The same method has been employ~d 
with T·a182 tracer •. 
-~·.· 
The most important parameters which play a role in 
the separation. of Hafnium and Tantalum are:: HF/HN03 ratio, 
HF + mro3 dilution factor af'ter·~_:the dissolutio;n of the target, 
quanti ties of Hafnium and Tantalum added as carriers. 
In our experimental study -we have :t:"ound that the attack 
of W -~; Ta T. Hf'02 is best accom~li shed when HF /HN0'3 ratio 
.is about 2.5 ( a sufficient excess in HF is required ). 
For the next step a dilution is required. In the Table 1 
we· give the experi.riJ·ental results: and the role of dilution 
effect on the activity 1ri separated fractions when one 
. . 
tracer was added and carrier quantities were maintained 
invariable. (Hf181 · was used as tracer). 
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TABLE :1: 
No. H;F cone. HNO H2o w Ta H~02 Hf181 activity con~. In Hf In Ta 
ml ml ml g mg mg fraction fraction 
1 15 6 50 5 26 12 9860 1130 
2 15 .. 6 40 5 26. 12 9972 874 
3 15 6 30 5 26 12 10100 340 
4 15 6 120 5 26 12. 11121 23J 
5 15 6 20 5 26 12; 11442 8 ( 
10840 6 15 "6 (20 5 26 12 34 
It was not our intention to give absolut~ activity measure-
ment, no calibration of the end window proportional counter 
·. 
has been made for this purpose:. This was a purely informative 
way to estimate the best range of dilution, so fluctuation 
in the counting rate· is expected. 
These series of determi"nations are quite conclu.si ve, 
and we should use a dilution of 1: 1 .•. PJJ. explanation 
can be formuJ.ated that at higher ao~d,i ty there is a complete 
separation of Hafnium from Tantalum and that at higher HF 
dilution a hydrolysis or incomplete precipitation should be 
possible. 
From the separ'at:etd;_ fraction, the counting measurements 
were made OI1 Tantalum and Hafnium oXides respecting the 
geometry, sample weight·'·etc. In a·later discussion we shall 
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describe the method used. 
Tan~al.um_undergoes a very similar behaviour (when Ta18a 
tracer has been used) but sometimes upto ~8% from Tantalum 
activity is carried by Haf'nium1 as BaHfF6 but it is not an 
impediment since a simple washing of this compound with HF 
removes completely Tantalum contaminant activity. 
When TantalUm carrier amount increas~~~ the tracer activity 
carried by Hafnium decreases. This activity dependence is shown 
in Table 2. In last two columns is given counting rate of 
Hf02 and Ta2o5 separated from initial S:olution. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
H F 
ml 
15 
15. 
15 
15 
15 
15 
TABLE 2: 
HNO~i H20 
ml ml 
W Hf 
g mg 
Ta 
mg 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
20 5 12 8 
20 5 12 10 
20 5 12 20 
20 5 12 30 
20 5 12 50 
20 5 12 100 
Ta~82 activity 
In Hf ~raction In Ta fraction 
cfmin cjrnin 
853 
723 
260 
129 
66 
60 
7124 
6811. 
7040 
71~) 
7523 
7289 
It looks advantageous to use an increased carrier amount 
but it is limited by sample weight allowed to be counted 
and it should be in the range of 10~50 mg. 
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There are also fluctuations in counting rat~ we have 
given an explanation and we shall add also errors which are: due 
to fluctuations in chemical yield. of Tantalum. 
For Hafnium tracer having in view a: 100% chemical yield 
we have not found a similar behaviour (in the range 8-50 rng 
For Tantalum there is a chemical yield dependence 
of Ta concentration in solution due to the appr~ciable solubility 
of' the K2TaF7 ., 
This con~aminating activ.ity in the Hf fraction is easily 
removed by washing the BaHfF6 precipitate with~ aqueous 
solution. 
From this experimental results: we h~ve def.ined the 
following chemical method for Hf and Ta separation. 
we shall complete the dissolution of 10~20 mg Hf'o2 and 
20.:.:30 mg Ta in 15 ml HF + 6 ml HN03 cone. (Hfo2 + Ta are 
used as carriers) •. The complete dissolution of Hfo2 is quite 
slow ( 4 hours). 
It is preferable for this solution to be prepared 24 hours 
before the irradiat;ion.. A:f'ter irradiation of the sample: 
(5 g W) was carried out for an hour, ~g Iron granules separated 
. . ' 
(electromagnet), ·the W target sample is dissolvecil! rapidly 
in the acid S'Dlution containing carriers •. 20 ml distilled 
water is added (about·. lL: 1· dilution), the -6eaker is strongly 
cooled with ice and 50 mg of Ba(N03 )2 solution is added 
41.. 
(1 ml). The solution is stirred and continuously cooled 
for 5 minutes. ·In this condition BaHfF6 complete 
precipitation is obtained, it is transferred to. a lusteroid 
tube, ·centrifuged and BaH96 separated. The solution w1 th 
Ta and W is saturated with KF· and partial precipitation of 
Ta as K,aTaF7,, is achieved (a chemical· yield fro~·:'~0:.:60% is: · 
obtained) •. The precipitate is separated by centrifugation. 
Glass has been avoided in all chemical op~rations. 
In a series of preliminary tests 50 ms: __ ·Ba(N03 )2has be~ 
. . 
proved to be a sufficient reagent for complete precipitation 
of the Hf• The concentration of 50 mg/ml was used .to avoid 
unnecessary dilution of the s:olution.-
A larger excess than 50 mg must be avoided since 
complication -in next chemical step has been found. 
BaHfF6 after separation is washed many times with 
diluted HF (:1: 1) and traces of Ta removed;_: 
In their initial form Hf· ·as BaHfF6 and Ta as ~TaF7 cazm.:ot 
be used for counting rate measurements for two reasons.:~ 
1) The larger quanti ties than 20~40 mg from: these: 
compounds are obtained. For in~tance K2TaF~. is carrying 
I -'I ..... ' - . 
about 10 times more KF and precipi ta~_ .... ,"'< weight is between 
200.:::400 mg. So large amounts cannot be used for counting 
measurements. 
2) For counting rate measurements. the s·amples· must a1ways: 
be in a simple chemical for.m which give reproducible results. 
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Since the ratio betwe:en reagent carried (KF) and the compound 
(~T~7 ) varies appreciably f'rom one sample to another, 
counting ef'f'iciency (scattering) is af'f'ected. 
Since Ta and Hf' have very close atomic weight (mass 
n1m1ber of' their stable isotopes. in the range 177.:.:181) w.e have.= 
f'ound that the best way f'or counting rate me·asurem.ents is to 
·bring the samples in oxide form. It also gives the lowest 
source we ight (highest specific act~ vi ty) ·;POSSible. 
BaHf'F6 is easilydiss:elyed in a mixture of' HNO~~H3Bo3 
(8~10 M HN03 saturated vrlth H3Bo3), I~40H is _added and Hfo2xH20 
precipitated, centri:f'u.ged and washed vli th water. 
filtered, washed with acetone, dried and heated~ 
It is 
pov.rder f'orm is transferred on a special vacuum funnel with 
acetone and sampl~ f'or counting rate measurements 10..:40 
mg (dried also) are obtained'~ 
~TaF7 is dissolved in a f'ew drops of' HF and water, 
and Ta2o5 ~H20 is precipitated with ammonia. J;t is also 
washed, dried, heated and, af'ter suspending in acetone, 
Ta2o5_ samples are prepared in the same way as, f'or Hf'. 
do not exceed 40 mg.). 
(They 
It is preferable (in total absence of' HF) to use glass 
filter paper when ver.1 good, uniformly distributed, flat, 
non-breaking samples are obtained. •. 
The chemical yield is not 100% in both cases;, because, 
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w1 th Tantalum, we can never attain this yield, and with Hafnimn 
some losses are inevitably introduced by the need to work 
quickly •. 
A.f'ter counting rate measurements have been done, we must 
estimate the. chemical yields for our further cSlcul.ations .. 
A gravimetric method has been found very suitable 
' 
for this purpose .•. 
Hf02 is dissolved in a mixture of HF + HN03 cone. 
(idem Ta2o5 ). A check f'or Ba++·was made but its 
complete absence was proved •. Boric acid is· added to complex 
( -~ 
F- ion (don'_t seem to be necessary) and ammonia added to 
Thi.s iS; well washed, dried and 
ignited in a crucible and its: weight detezwmined •. 
This method was appl:ii.ed in both cases and was checked 
with known quantities· of' the elements in the chemical 
way described and proved to give always s:atisf'actory results .. -. 
-.FI._G;;;.;U;:;,;RE:.:~ 
Demonntable fil ter-:f'unnel 
Polythene 
sinter. 
B) 
a) 
ment. 
chemical methods; ass·ociated wi th···the end window 
gas flow Proport.ional counter calibration 
Solid sample preparation for counting rate measure-
The active precipitate, dried, is uniformly dispersed in 
acetone and collected on glass~· filter paper fixed in a special 
demamntable funnel under vacuum •. (Fig. 6) The sample: 
uniformly distributed on the filter paper area is transferred 
to an Al.uminium tray. The sample is dried and-its weight 
is accurately determined with precision of 0.1 mg, and 
counted with reproducible geometry. 
b) Absolute disintegration rate determination of 
p32 used as standard solution. 
From nuclear ~ata(38) all nuclear reactions under consi~ 
. -~ 
... 
deration give~- emitters with energies with~n the range 
1.3-1.7 M·ev (7f>-100% within this range.). It is known 
(J.H. Davies16) that the efficiency of the end~Window 
proportional counter used is· very nearly constant for 
E ) 1.0 Mev., and for convenience 32p was· selected for 
calibration measurements.. It was first shown that 32po4= 
(carrier free:) is quantitatively carried on precipitates of 
It is the ideal procedure since both sample 
· 11Uld standard are then in the same chemical form, and scattering 
of (1 rays in both samples is identical. 
In preliminary experiments, it was found that in ammoniacal E 
solution in the presence of' Hf' which p·recipi tates as; H:Co2 ~ H20~: 
p 32 is not completely precipitated and the activity has 
always been found in solution in a proportion of' 1o.!:15%. 
Phosphoric acid has been used as carrier, experiments with 
other elements as B:a.++, Ca++ (excess~) which give very 
insoluble phosphates (i~ ammoniacal medium) as. Hafnium does~ 
has been used with the same results. 
we have concluded that P32 is not entirely in the 
,'!, 
pentavalent form. To ensure .a complete p~ecipitatioh 
of' p 32 vdth Hf' only P 32 in pentavalent f'or.m·must be used. 
It was found also that traces of' HF (~lanation of' Hf' Chemistry) 
af'f'ect the P32 prec:ipi tat ;ion .. 
From these conclusions it was necessary to add some: 
non isotopic carrier for P32 , (the smallest .amount p9ssd.ble) 
to precipitate it in a f'orm when P32(+ 5 state) is found in 
precipitate, rediss·.olve it and determine the disintegration 
rate in this solution. 
Hf' or Ta are the best carriers f'or this purpos:e. we. 
have chosen Hafnium and Hf'o2 is dissolved only in a mixture 
From this solution Hf'02 .x H20 is _precipitated 
with anmonia and since the pres:ence of' HF should be avoided 
the precipitate is separated by centrifugation, redissolved 
in HN03 (freshly precipitated Hf'o2 ~H2o is dis~olved in HN03 
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cf. Ta2o5~. H20 which is dissolved only in HF, it is a reason 
to use Hf as carrier for this purpose) reprecipitated etc. 
many times and finally the HF-f'ree.- Hafnium solut·ion is added 
to the p32 solution and the 32po4= is co-precipitated with 
Hf02XH20 by addition of ammonia •. This is washed andre-
dissolved in HN03 and this solution contains p
32 only in 
+5 state. ·Other· ·tests with this solution proved that all 
activity is easily carried down by a Hfo2 precipit.ate (with 
ammonia). 
This P32 solution was used for 4 'fl. proportional counter 
measurements of disintegration rate. 
On the opposite side of gold coated VYNS film in 
Aluminium frame, a drop of insulin (as described in a previous 
chapter) was carefully placed on 1 em diameter circle in the 
.~en~re of the film. 
Later a weighed volume of' radioactive solution (by 
. difference ~rom a polythene flask) to ensure an activity of 
10,000-15,000 c/min. at a residue of 10-15 -}Lg was placed on 
the film and was dried (infra-red lamp) with great care to 
avoid breakage of the film. 
The Aluminium frame was placed in equatorial position in 
,.., 
the 411 gas flow proportional coun~er and counting rate 
( disintegrat·ion rate) was measured.: Five· similar filnis; 
were prepared, and with all corrections fulfilled (decay time, 
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dead time·, background etc.). The specif~c activity 
Cound was 308 dis/mg. The precision between the different 
samples was in the range 308 ± 1 disjmg. 
C) Efficiency of the end window gas flow proportional 
counter 
Aliquot part of p·32 standard solution (308 disfing) 
is added to. an acid solUtion containing .120 mg Hf02 (HF 
free prepared as . before) .. Hf'02 X H20 is :r;>recipi tat ed (including 
. . 
p·32) and filtered. The actiVity in SOlUtion af'ter the · 
separation of Hf02.XH20 is checked w~th a liquid counter but 
no radioactivity was found. (Background). 
The Hf02 xH2o. prec~pi tate is washed, dri.~d,;and c.alcdnated. 
At· the· ·end of' calcination, it is cooled and wei~ed. All 
chemical operation until calcination was achieyed _has been done· 
with care to avoid any losses. Hf'02 obtained, in powder f'or.m 
(ground) is well stirred with acetone RD.d divided in five 
portions containing Hfo2(and P
32
.) within the range ~~44 mg. So 
sources of various thicknes;s vvere prepared with the same 
standard filter f'unnel technique and counted with the same 
geometry (with end window pr,oportional counter). Counter 
.Observed counting rate 
efficiency is given by e :;:, disintegration rate: • A plot 
of' e as a function of the. weight of the source is given in 
· Fig. 7(for one counter used) and this curve used to reduce 
observed counting rates to absolute disintegration rates. 
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This self-absorption.curve was plotted for sources in 
the range (1?··-44 mg and counter efficiency varied very little 
with the source thickness in this range on account of the 
high energy of the p32 (3 rays. 
This plot gives us an exact determination of end ·window 
proportional counter efficiency (in this energy range) as a 
function of sample weight. Because counter calibration was 
made with Hfo2 sources (containing P
32) and in the experimental 
d'eterminations th~ samples were always pr~par.ed as Hfo2 or 
Ta2o5 a high accuracy in estimating counter efficiency is 
expected when other conditions (geometry .etc.) are 
respectetil! .•. 
. n) Chemical methods associated with the reference 
element 
. For the reference element it was found convenient to 
use a·halogen quenched liquid counter with capacity 10 rnl. 
It was calibrated with Mn56 standardised with a 47i' 
counting technique. 
The iron used as a reference element with a gran~e 
size of 0. 5 rnrn had a purity of 99 •. ~. The iron was used 
:. 
in a homogeneous· mixture with the target. After irradiatiOn 
it was separated from the sample using an electromagnet. 
Aft.er the separation, the iron (0. 5 g) was dissolved in 10 ml 
of a standard acid mixture (50% 5N, HN03 + 50% 5N, H2so4 } 
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containing a little ~anganese carrier. The solution ~vas 
made up to 12 ml in a graduated flask and 10 ml from this 
was transferred vdth a. pipette to the liquid counter. 
It is a standard method used in this laboratory for 
this purpose. 
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Principles of calcu2ation 
Some basic principles should be respected in cross 
sections calculations. 
We have mentioned that a reference nuclear reaction 
has been used in our determination and this is given by the 
IroD; granules in a homogeneous mixtu~e w1 th W target, 
Fe56 (np)Mh56 • Here we assume that both reference element (Fe) 
and the sample (W) are ex:Posed all the time to the same 
neutron flux. This assumption is correc.t but the reference 
reaction cross. section must be exactly known (its determination 
is made with absolute neutron flux measl.U'ement ). 
Radioactive isotopes produced in sample and reference, 
decay at different rates and corrections should be made. 
The radioactive el'ements are produced, (when an 
accelerating machine is used), at an irregular rate of (40) 
R(t) nuclei/sec where R(t) is a function of time. It is due 
to neutron flux fluctuations with the time:. 
' ' 
The rate of fonnation is ~1 = N\191' equ. ( lL) 
the time interval dt. Here N = number of target atoms, 
~ = cross section in cm2 and ¢ = neutron flux/am2sec.(39) 
From equation (1) \11/'e can write dN1 = N'T91 dt. 
For an irradiation extending over a finite time interval 
this expression must be integrated to obtain the total 
number of N1 (product atoms) at the end of irradiation:: 
cr , 1 · 
No1 =· j Nrr~ e- tX t~t equation (2) · 
. 0 
In this equation (39) an allowance lias been made for atoms 
decaying during the irradiation. 
I 1 is absolute disintegratio:n _rate I; = N~h 1 ~ 
In equation (2) N is constant in this time interval, fr 
and A. are also constant but ~is variable. We can write:: 
-'t 
.;.. ~ 1t I1 N rf'X1 f ~ (39) = e dt 0 
··p 
The number of active nuclei present at the time r. can 
be calculated by considering the number formed during a short 
interval of time dt in the past (40) so finally we have 
~ (:!:) : N (f" 'A l il;i~ e':' ).'· ( t ;.; t) d t equation (3) 
. -g . 
We have mentioned that a neutron monitor measured the 
relative flux m • This is related to the actual flux , 
~ at the sample position by ~ = il'.i '/• _ . t, 
1 
Then eq. -(3) becomeo r; ~ = NCTA_1"( [iii e-}\(t-tldt 
Because the reference element is placed in such a 
position (homogeneous mixture) as both the reference ~d .target 
are intercepted by the same flux will be the same for both~ 
If can write: 
equation (4) 
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A numerical method, where the integrals are replaced 
by a summation, is more convenient but a .finite time 
interval in the abscisae should be assumed and should be 
quite small c'ompared w1 th the hal.f li.fe:· 
When these conditions are respected we can write: 
'. I. 
P. 
r 
NCi~ 's 
- NrVZ.Xr8r 
Summation: Where S denotes the l: (iii e"' ).(t'-t). At'· 
and a similar relation .for Sr is easily deduced replacing A_ 
w1 th Ar· In this relation ~is unknown. 
The activities introduced in this equation are determined 
by extrapolation o.f their decay curves to the.zero time. 
detection coe.f.ficients (counter e.f.ficiency) .for these 
nuclides are C and Cr then activities Aa anP. ~ are. :related 
with t:Q,e disintegration rate by:· 
Since 
.K0 = A..c N0 or A0 = ci and introducing these notations 
A'o 
~ ( = 
I 
c N (j" A!,S' 
crNr(rr \.sr equation (5) 
From this equation we can easily evaluate q- which is 
unknown, the other .factors being :.: wel.l defined as be.fore 
mentioned. 
EKperimental procedul"'e and n results of' 
irradiation 
. 53. 
Mixtures usually contained 5 g_of' TUngsten (powder) 
and o. 5 g iron granules. A homogeneous mixtu~e is obtained 
when two components are carefully mixed f'or 30 minutes~ 
The mixture is transferred to a polyt~ene box, which is 
provided with a very thin cover.. The small cylind!r_~c.~l box 
i~ completely f'illed with the mixture and no empty space 
between mixture and cover is allowed to ensure a better 
neutron f'lux when· the box is placed close under the tritium 
target. 
:The polythene thin cover protects the mixture from 
contamination with recoil atoms f'rom the brass target as:sembly •. 
The time of' irradiation is one hour... Longer irradiation 
intervals must be avoided since longer-lived undesirable 
activities are built up, 
Previously an acid solution containing HN03 + HF,Ta 
and Hi' carriers ha·s been prepared. 
At the end of' irradiation the mixture is.transf'erred 
·to a pap~r shee:t aild with an electromagnet the Iron is 
. separated and Tungsten weighed and dise:olved in acid solution 
containing Hf' and Ta carriers. 
Dissolution of' W is made with care because strong acid 
attack· of' the metal. The chemical method described in a 
previous chapter is applied and Hf separated as BaHfF6 , 
redissolved in HNo3. _(8-10 liT) saturated with H3Bo3, and 
Hf02xH20 precipitated· _with annnonia, ·washed, dr;l.ed weighed 
and counted • 
. For Tantalum activities anojrher mixture of W + Fe is 
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used... After irradiation, separation of iron with electromagnet 
diss:olution in acid solution, and Hf separation the +a is 
preuipitated as X2TaF7 by addition of KF. The precipitate 
is redissolved in HF aq., and Ta2o5.x.H20 is precipit~ted with 
annnonia, washed, dried, weighed! and counted .• 
The samples used. for counting rate determinations are 
·prepared with care to avoid accumulation of mfi:t~rials so 
after drying, (strong heat) ~~e ~fo2 or Ta2og fs transferred 
with acetone on a funnel. Dispersion must be uniform and 
samples for counting are in the range 6-44 mg weight. 
It is necessary fo~ the sample to be heated.and then 
' 
transferred as a slurry in acetone to avoid non.;..uniform 
distribution of the sample and breaking (_always observed with 
water). 
V'Jhen w186 (n ~ )Hf183Tj_ = 64 min) is studied a decay curve 
2: 
in a time interval of 6-8 hours is checked. (when poss;ible). 
For wl84(np)Ta184Tj_ = 8.7 h and w186 (nd)Ta185Tj_ = 49 min 
~ z 
the 10ngest half life is taken into consideratio~l and a decay 
curve for: about 40 hours (sometimes; longer) is followeGi, it 
.55. 
depends on activities involved which are ~uit~ low. 
All decay curves were made from the data obtained with 
an automatic.recording unit and a timer• The counting rate 
was recorded on a paper tape concurrently with the time 
intervals. (A preset number of counts are recorded and the 
unit time intervals). 
The activities were extrapolated to t=O (end of 
irradiation) and counting ef'f'iciency·determined as a function 
of sample weight from,calibration curves. corrections for 
chemical yield were also·made. 
Iron granules were also dissolved in an acid s·olution, 
56 -' 
as we have mentioned, and Mn activity counted with the 
iiquid counter whose efficiency had previously been determined 
as 8.638%. 
Corrections for, dead time, decay, ·background etc. were 
made and the activity at t = 0 determined. 
During irradiation of' the mixture (W + Fe) the neutron 
flux iii is checked at intervals of 10 minut~s, so m·.e.:.:)..(t".:.: t.): 
and also (/ e~ ~r ( Z" -t)) is determined assuming t = 60 and t 
is taken in the middle of each interval.,· ·and finally the 
summation over all intervals which gives S. and sr is obtained. 
<::r is taken 100 mb and was the most reliable value .deter-r . . 
mined f'or F.e56 (np)Mn56 iri this laboratory. (42) 
For the calculation of number of' atoms in the· target as 
56. 
well-as in the reference element isotopic abundance has been 
taken into consideration. Disintegration constant were obtained 
from nuclear data and ex:press;ed in minutes- 1• 
In the following tables we shall give -the ~esults 
obtained for each determination. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
First determination 
for nuclear reactions:: wl84(np )Ta184 and 
r86(nd)Ta185. 
§pecification Symbol_-_ Units Value Remarks 
Tungsten weight w· g 4.8255 
wl-84 
. abundance v?-84 % 30.7. (41) 
Chemical yield 
'7 % 44.lL. 
Counting rate A counts/ 501. A at t=O 
min corrected 
for chem. 
yield 
Counting rate for reference Ar n· 2.546 
X 104 
Sample weight (for counting)as Ta2o5 mg 35.2 (prop. coun-
· ter 53) 
End window prop. ·counter· 
efficiency c % 33.15 . 
Liquid counter efficiency cr % 8.635 . 
No. of.wf84 atoms in the (Avogadro 
target N 8.05xlo- 3x~number) 
Iron weight Fe g o. 5012: 
Fe56 abundance Fe 56 % 91:.66 (41) 
r 
• • ~I 
57._ 
(continued) .4 .... 
12 No. of' Fe 56 atoms Nr -3 . 8.23x10 .. -n. 
13 Reference reaction cross 
q-r section mb 100. 
184 
"X. min.;.. 1 1.33x10~ 3 (41) 14 Ta. dis. constant 
15 Mn56 dis. constant ·~T min.:.: 1 · 4.47x10~3 
. "16 lntegral value f'or Ta184. s 3.li9x104_ 
17- ( Integral value f'or 2.92x10~ ref'erence s· r 
18 Nuclear reaction cross 
O(np) section mb 1.66 f'rorn eq. 5 
1 v?-86 abundance v?-86 ~ 28 •. 7 (41) 
2 No. of' ~vl-86 atoms in the 
7. 5x-1o-3x ~ target N' 
3 Counting rate A' counts/ 409 at t=O 
0 min corrected 
f'or chemical 
4 Disintegration const.of Ta185 ~~ 
yield 
min-1 1.441X1o-2 
5 Integral value for Ta185 S' 2.2545x1o4 
6 Nuclear reaction cross; 
<J(nd) section mb 0.185 eq. 5 
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Second determination 
. . _ _1_84 184 for nuclear react1ons: w- (np)Ta and 
w186(nd)Ta1~5 
No. specifications 
1 Tungsten weight 
2 . wl-84 abundance 
3 Chemical yield 
4 Counting rate 
5 Counting rate (reference) 
6 
Symbol Units Value Remarks 
w· g 4.7242 
w184 ~ ~0~7 
, %:." .45.·2 
A counts/ 260 
:·min 
" 1.855x 104. 
··.mg 19.2 
'',.•.; 
t = 0 
corrected 
for yield 
(prop. 
counter 
90) 
7 End window prop. count. efficiency C 23.05. 
8 Liquid counter efficiency 
9 No. of wl84 atoms in the target 
10 Iron weight 
11 Fe56 abundance 
12 No. of Fe56 atoms 
cr % a.635 
N 7.87x10~3~~t·= 
Fe56 g 0.5036 
Avog.adrc 
number) 
91.66 
8.25x10.;.3 X~ 
13 Reference reaction cross seetion ~r mb 100 
14 T 189 d · t t ' min.;..1 1.331x10~3 a 1s. cons an A_ 
15 :Mn56 dis. constant Ar min:~ 1 4.47x10.:.3 
16 Integral value for Ta184 S 5.06x104 
17 Integral value for reference Sr 4.579x1o4· 
59. 
(continued) 
18 Nuclear reaction cross; section · O(np) mb 1.68 
1 wl-86 abundance wl-86 % 28.7 
2 No. of w186 atoms in the target N' 7 .3x10.;.;~.- 1-g 
3 Counti_ng rate A!. counts/ 213 
Ta185 ~· min 1.441x10--~ 4 Disintegration const. of min-1. 
5-- - 185 Integral.-value f'or Ta s:• 3.377x10 4 
6 Nuclear r~action cross section O""'(nd) mb 0.20 
60. 
Third determination 
184 184· f'or nuclear reacti·ons:· VI (np )Ta · and 
r86(nd)Ta185 
~- specifications ·Symbol Units Value Remarks 
1 Tungsten weight w g 4.9124 
2 wl-84 abundance w184 % 30.7 
3 Chemical y:ield , % 38.81 
4 Counting rate A counts/ 472 (t=O 
'5 Counting rate (reference) 
6 
7 End window prop.count.ef'f'. 
8 Liquid counter efficiency 
9 No. of' wl-84 atoms in the 
target 
10 Iron weight 
11 Fe56 abundance 
12 56 No. of Fe atoms 
13 Reference reaction cross 
section 
14 Ta184 disint. constant 
15 Mn56 disint. constant 
16 Integral value f'or Ta184 
~ 
c 
N 
Fe 
Fe 
min 
111 
mg 
% 
·~ 
g 
% 
\J;. mb 
~ min,;,; 1 
\ min- 1 
'"r 
s 
17 Integral value f'or reference Sr 
18 Nuclear reaction cross 
section ij'(np) mb 
corrected 
f'or"f ) 
3.2001x 
104 
21.50 (counter 9~ 
23.05 
8.635 
8~1810x10.:.:3 }r 
'( -- . 
0.5011 
91.66 
s.200x10...;3 . ~ . 
100. 
1.331x1o-3· 
4.47xlo-3 
2.999x104 
2.729x1Q4 
1.70 
. . . . 
61. 
(continued) 
1 wl86 . abundance w186 28.70 
2 No. of wl-86 atoms in the 
7 .65x10-3 lC target N! 
3 Counting rate A~ counts/ 384 
min 
4 Disintegri~son con st. of' A! min.;.;. 1 1.441x10.:.:2 Ta 
5 Integral value f'or Ta185 S' 2.067x104 
6 Nuclear reaction cross O(nd) section mb 0 •. 197 
62. 
First determination -
for nuclear reaction: w186 (n~)Hf183 
No. Specifications 
1 -Tungsten we~ght 
2 wl-86 abundance 
3 Chemical yield 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Counting rate 
Cormting r~te (.reference) 
Sam:ple:.-w.eight as Hf02 
End window :prop count ef':f'. 
Liquid counter efficiency 
No. of' w186 atoms in the 
target 
Iron weight 
Fe56 abundance; 
No. of Fe56· atoms 
Reference reaction cross: 
section 
Hf183 dis. constant 
Mn56 dis. constant 
Integral value f'or Hr183 
Symbol 
w 
w186 
A·r 
c 
N 
<t"r 
.X. 
,h.r 
s. 
17 Iht·egr.al ~:val-ue .. :·for:·· 're:eer.:ence r.''~.-s :·. 
. . . r· 
Units ·Value 
g 4.7990 
% 28.7 
% 40.1 
counts/. 
min 1200 
" 
mg 
3.6.310..~ 
to4.··· 
15.3· 
~ 33.92 
% ~.635 
Remarks 
t=O 
corrected 
for '7· 
. 3. 
7 .471x10-. lt( )(= 
.AvogaQ.ro 
No.·) 
g 0.5084. 
%-· 91 •. 66 
''3 8. 341x10~ . )t: 
mb 1.00 
min~1 1.082x10~2 
rnin- 1 4.~x1o-3 ' 
3~4211x104 
. .. ~~ .. 
18 Nuclear reaction-cross section.U{nQO rnb 0.464 
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~9nd Determination 
for nuclear reaction w186 (n~)Hf183 
!!2.· 
1 
2_ 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Specification Symbol 
T1mgsten weight Vl/' 
wl86 abundance w186 
Chemical yield '1 
Co'liDting rate A 
Co'liDting rate (reference) Ar 
Sample weight as Hf'02 
7 Ehd vnndow prop. counter 
efficiency c 
8 Liquid co1mter efficiency 
9 No. of wl86 atoms in the 
target N 
10 Iron weight 
11 Fe56 abundance 
12 No. of Fe56 atoms 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Reference reaction cross 
section ~ 
Hf183 dis. constant X. 
Mn56 dis. constant ~"Xr· 
Integral value for Hf183 s. 
Integral value for reference S':r 
Nuclear reaction cross see_:tion 
'\r(nQ() 
Units Value. Remarks 
g 4.8736 
% 28.7, 
% - 54.Q1 
counts/ 349 
min 
tt 9.625x103 
mg 
mb 
min.:.:1 
mb 
14.1 
33.95 
8.635 
7 .611x10.::;3 , ~ 
0.5017 
91 •. 66. 
.. 3 
8. 21x10- . lt. 
100 
1.0a2xio.:.:2 
4.471x10.:13 
1.913x104 
2.32ix104 
0.492 
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Third determination . 
for nuclear reaction r86(~Hf183. 
cfBpecif'ication 
. 1 ~gsten weight 
_1_86 . 
2 w- abundance 
3 Chemical yield 
4 Counting rate 
5 Counting rate (reference) 
s·ample weight as. Hf02 
Symbol Units. Value Remarks 
w g· 4.9240 
wl-86 tLJt 70 28 •.. 7 
• ' ~I 46.12 
'~ counts/ 453 
'min 
Ar n: 1.9773xl.04 
6 
7 
8. 
9 
10 
11. 
12 
13 
Ehd window prop~count.ef'ficiency C 
Liquid co~ter ef'f'iciency Cr 
No. of' ~86 atoms in. the target N 
11.40 
23e:10 .. 
8.635 
. 7. 6!~x10.:;3 , 1f 
0.5118 
14 
15 
·16 
17 
18 
Iron weight 
Fe56 abundance 
. 56 No. of' Fe atoms 
Reference reaction cross 
section 
··. 
Hf183 dis. constant 
Mn56 dis. constant 
Integral value f'or Hf'183 
Integral value for ref'er·ence 
Nuclear reaction cross 
sectiop. 
g 
% 
tJ"; mb 
A· mi.n.:.: 1 
~r m1n.:.:1 
s; 
sr 
~<J(n .of) .mb 
91.66 
100. 
1.082x1o-2 
-3 4.471x10 
4._Q960x104 
4.9630xl04 
0.472 
; 
65 .. 
Discussion of the· resul t·s obtained 
A summary o:f these results are given in the :following 
table. 
Nuclear reaction:. wl84{np)Ta184 
No •. o:f determination f'ast neutron cr.oss. section 
(mb) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
.3. 
1.66 
1.68 
1.70 ' 
Mean Value 1.68 ± o:o2; 
Nuclear reaction wl86(nd)Ta185 
Mean Value 
0.·185 
0.200 
0.197 
0.193 ± 0~007 
Nuclear reaction w186(n")~:f183 
0.464 
0.~92 
[ 
'I 
0 •. 472 
Mean Value 0.476 ± 0.014 
66. 
All these calculations of fast neutron .cross section 
were based ,()n the a,ss:umption ·of reference reaction cross 
section Fe56{np)Mn50 .of 100 mb. 
In the last table we give a mean value of specified 
cross section and a maximum poss:ible spread of the results 
is given (estimated limits: of error). 
Thi·s spread can be accounted for errors involving 
statistical fluctuations since activities measured were not 
high enough (due to low cross sections), some errors (quite 
. small) from chemical yield determinations. A small source 
of errors in est.irnating the neutron flux. Sometimes neutron 
det·ectors efficiency changed but since a reference activity 
has always been checked these erro.rs can be neglected. 
~ Counter calibration has been made \tith great care, 
using radioactive solution standardized with 4'frtechtl.ique, so 
we can estimate a high precision (1~2% errors) in counter 
efficiency, and systematic errors are very low •. This is an 
important improvement ·since in many other works this accuracy 
was not attained and systematic errors due to counter 
calibration played an important role. 
In our experiments deuteron energy was always the same, 
and sample was very close placed to the source of neutron& 
so that a quite large solid angle was subtended. Because 
(a small) the dependence of neutron energy with angle of 
FIDURE: 8 
Neutron energy as a function of angle 
of emission 
Mev. 
0 
NEUTRON ENERGY AS A FUNCTION 
OF' ANGLE OF' EMISSION. 
., 
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emi.ssion (Fig. a) we define the neutron energy to be within 
the range 14.7 ± 0.2 MeV in our experiments. Some studies 
do not specify the neutron energies, this fact is not 
' 
trivial because often the cross~ section may change by a 
factor .of two in an interval of 0.5 MeV in experimental 
results but is expected that theoretical calculations should 
give better results than a factor of two. (13}{43.) 
As we have mentioned i~.a previous chapter the statistical 
theory of the compound nucleus has failed to explain the 
14.5 MeV neutron cross: sections and the experimental results 
for (np) and (n~) are much greater than the theoretical 
results calculated with this theory. 
Brown and Muirhead theory is based on direct interaction. 
when incidert_neutron interacts with a proton which ts. inside 
nucleus (difference of surface theory). The emitted protons; 
difference of compound nucleus, have a high energy peak with 
a maximum of energy of incident neutron +. Q (energy r:eleased) 
in the reaction. 
In the direct interaction theory, the target elements 
with high mass nmnber, t·he ·high Colomb barrier has little 
effect on proton emiss;ion. In the statistical theory of 
compound nucleus the proton emiss·ion is strongly prohibi:Ped 
by Coulomb barrier ·and its contribution is negligible to 
total (np) reaction. 
· All recent studies, and fast neutron cross; section 
measurements proved that direct interaction·theory for 
(np) reactions explain satisfactorily the experimental 
results. 
So with this theory, a calculated cross~ section for 
w184(~p)Ta184 is given (~), 2.2 mb. In the same work 
the author gives an experimental value of 4'.75 mb· s:o the 
68. 
ratio 4 •. 75/2.2: is about 2.20. In our experiments we have 
obtained 1.68 ± 0.02 so the ratio 1 •. 70/2 .. 2 ;:. 0.78. 
Our value is closer to theoretical one and the 
theoretical interpretation of experimental results of different 
authors shoUld be studied with care since sameti~~s. for the 
same nuclear reaction w'-84(np) the values within 1~3 mb range: 
are given (44). The usual experimental errors are due to 
neutron fl~ determination and counter calibration. In 
our~xperiments.these errors are negligible, since the sample 
and reference are intercepted by the same· :neutron flux, and 
end window proportional counter calibration was very exactly 
determined. 
The· activation method used cannot distinguish for (nd) 
reactions, the other alternative (n~_pn) and (n,np). 
are very few ex.periment.s to deal with this sort of nuclear 
reaction because very small cross section and sometimes very 
short half lives. 
In fact very few elements have isotopes where an (nd) 
69 .. 
reaction should_ be possible without interference with an 
(np) reaction producing the same radioisotope. 
These requir~ents are· fulfilled by Pd108 ,.Te128 , Te130 ~ 
ce142:, H/-04 , -vfll86 (Hg204 gives a short half life Au203 55 sec.) 
Th the case of (n,np) reaction the mechanism is explained 
by initial emission of a neutron direetly (or from a compound 
nucleus) followed by emiss~ion of a -proton from the residual 
nucleus. ]lnission of proton is poss:ible only if binding 
energy of neutron in residual nucleus (after neutron emission) 
. ' 
is higher than proton one. The ( n, pn} mebhani sm is explained ( 13! 
by an (np) reaction followed by a neutron emiss.ion (directly 
or from residual compound nucleus}. 
Because we cannot distinguish, as menti·oned, between'-
(nd), (n,np); (n,pn) reaction we shall treat them as (n,pn} to 
compare our results·; 'llvi th an experimental and theoretical work 
obtained by Col em an et al. ( 13) • In this wo~k the authors · 
. _..1.86 ' have done a study of (n,pn) reaction· on vr ' and neutron cross 
section is given as a function of incident neutron energy •. 
They have found that a strong dependenc-e of (n,pn} cross 
section as·a function of neutron energy exist and the follo'llnng 
yalues 0.11 + 0.05 and 0.3 +. 0 •. 15 for neutrons of 14'.5 and 14.,85 
. - - . 
Mev· are given. Since-our results are within the same limits 
0.193 ± 0.007 we can easily explain it· having in view a 
spread in neutron energy of 14 •. 7 ±; 0.2 MeV, and our results. are 
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very comparable with those obtained by this study. 
The theoretical cross ~ection based' on direc-t .. interaction 
theory of Brown and Muirhead within app:{ioxizhateiy· ·· the same 
. . . . . . . 
neutron energy range (14.5~15.0 MeV) gives 0.02 and 0.05 
mb respectively.(13) • 
. Theoretical results are based only on (n,pn) nuclear 
reaction but we h~ve mentioned that activation methods cruL~ot 
distinguish between the three possibilities which can exist 
altogether. Having in view these considerations and comparing 
theoretical and experimental results we can assume that 
Brown~Muirhead theory explains this behaviour. 
~or (n,OC) reaction cross_ ·section the failure of statistic~l 
theory of compound nucleus seems to be evident f;room Paul 
and Clarke's study(6) especially within the range of heavy 
elements where ratio of ~bs./ ·~~lculated .(evaporation 
theory) is very large. 
our value of 0.476 ± 0.014 mb is found to fit very well 
.with others experimental results:. within (or very near) this mass 
number range. Coleman gives same results from 0.~1 mb. 
in this mass; number range.(8) But for (n~) reaction no 
clearly defined trend has been found as, for example, vnth (np) 
reaction so any ·comparison must be done with care. But it is· 
evident that a direct interaction mechanism must be involved 
although a detailed theoretical treatment is not yet possible. 
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Because mean free path. within the nucleus of' an «. particle 
from (nal) reaction with fast neutrons is smaller than 
that of' a proton it. is supposed that (nOl) reaction originates 
in the nuclear surface. ( 8) 
. 72. 
14 MeV neutron cross sections in mercury target 
The scope of' this work was to determine those cross 
sections in mercury target where literature data are ·absent. 
Here also the theoretical possibility for an·(nd) reaction 
without interference with an (np) giving the same product 
exists. ( S"imilar. to Tungsten). 
The natural mixture of Mercury stable isotopes is as 
f'ollQ\'ITS: 
196 Hg 0.15%;· 198 199 200 - 201 Hg 10.0%; Hg 16.9%·; Hg 23.1%;, Hg 13.2%; 
Hg20229.B%; Hg2046.8% (4i) 
Because no stable isoto·pe of' Hg203 exists there should 
be no interference of' an (np) reaction with. an (nd) reaction 
in Hg204. 
In fact the folloWing nuclear reactions with fast 
neutrons (14~5 MeV) in Mercury targets are expected, taking 
account only of' those reactions giving radioactive products:-
(n t' reactions: 
Hg196(n r)Hg197;. Hg198(:r:J.,r)Hg199;_ Hg202(n.r>Hg203; Hg204(n,r)Hg205 
· (n,2n) 
Hg196(n,2n)Hg195; Hg:98(n, 2n)Hg197; Hg200(n, 2n)Hg199'; Hg204(n, 2n) 
Hg203 
im21-
Hg196(np)Au196; Hg198(np)Au198; Hg199(np)Au199; Hg200(np)Au200; 
Hg201(np)Au201; Hg202(np)Au202; 
73. 
(n,pn),(n,np) and (n,d) 
Here we expect only the existenc~ of Hg204(nd)Au203 
having in view the isotopic abundance and half life of product 
nucleus. 
(n:ol) 
Hg198(n~ )Pt195; Hg200(nQ()pt197; Hg202(n~)Pt199 
For our-study we have c?osen the folloWing nuclear 
reactions: Hg202(.np)Au202 ·and Hg204(nd)Au203 • · 
The· Au202 half life is not exactly kriO\m and an 
approximation of 25 sec. is given by F.n.s. Butement (45} 
its decay scheme is also unknown. In the.same study 
using enriched Hg204 Butement has found for An203 a half life 
of 55 sec. 
An approximation of max. -~ energy of 1 •. ~ MeV is given 
(absorbtion in .Al) and of rrays emitted 0.69 Me~. 
(for Au203 ). The estilnation of ratio between p.:.:. and t 
emission in Au203 is unreliable. 
Be·cause the short half lives of 25 sec. (not exactly 
knovm) and··55 sec., of' product nuclei, we have chosen a 
duration of irradiation of 2 minutes. 
!n such a short time the short activity f'rom nuclear 
reactions: are 
most probable but also other activities wi.th longer half' li.:f'e 
but with higher cross sec;tion should be obtained. 
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Exoperirnents on Mercury targets. (gamma measurements) 
In four experiments 65 g Mercury samples in cylindrical 
polythene boxes (1.~ em. diameter and 6 em height were 
irradiated in neutron flux With new Tritium targets for two 
minutes. 
30 seconds after the end of irradiation the sample was · 
placed in a well crystal scintillation counter for counting 
rate measurements of gamma rays. Thi.s counter was associ a ted 
'rlth a 100 channel pulse height analyser. 
Having in view the energy of gamma quanta of Au203 (55 
sec.) of 0.69 MeV a calibration of the counter with cs137 vdth 
. (ray of 0.662 MeV was made. A calibration for se75 gamm·a 
quanta (0.14; 0.:27; 0.40 MeV) was also taken into 
consideration as a :f'unc~ion of channel number. From these 
data with appropriate back bias (the same as for.calibration), 
the channel set limits, and time inte_rval prefixed, the 
automat.ic run system (and printing) was s~t on •. Because 
of the short half life of. 55 sec. the counting interval was as 
short as possible (0.3' in this e~eriment) and channel 
limits set so that only ·10 channels were printed out·, taking 
20 seconds (counting syst~ stopp;ed). Channel width was 0.1v. 
The channel li~its were chosen to include the peak of 0.69 
MeV. For the long lived. component a time interval of 100!. 
,. 
FIGURE. 9 
Measurements of K' activity in. ·Mercury 
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was fixed. Because the activities are quite·high the live 
time measured·by the timing unit does not correspond exactly 
with the qlock time so a stop. watch was used and time 
intervals for counting, and printing (when counting equip~ent 
is stopped) were measured. The accumulated counts were 
printed in groups of 10 channels {set limits 1~19 with 
bias 73) on roll paper in octa.V.notation and the Kicksorter 
was running for apout ~3 hours. .The results printed on 
roll paper per group of ten channels .were transfomed into 
decimal system and added together. With these results and 
time intervals (middle) from the stop watch, the decay curves 
were plotted (counting rate/10 channels versus time). 
In one of these four experiments, for long lived 
component with time interval 100, bias :1.0, channel set ·limits 
100 the whole spectrum was recorded to find out the existence 
of higher or lower energies. 
From these four plots (decay curves) a very precise 
55 sec. component was found the same time with a long 
component (4~44 min.). .An example is given. in Fig. 9. 
For long component we ~ssume the presence of Hg199 
{metastable state o~ 43 min with gamma quanta of 0.159 and 
0.368.MeV) because (n,2n) reaction have much higher cross 
section than (np) reaction resulting Au200 (48 min). 
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Of co-q.rse the presence of Au200 cann·ot be excluded 
even if no gamma quanta with higher energies than 1 MeV 
200 . 
was found (Au has also gamma quanta With energies 1. 23 
and 1. 36 MeV) for many reaso.ns:: 
Crystal efficiency is lower at higher energies. 
(n, 2n) may be with 2 or 3 orders higher than an 
(np) reaction. 
From nuclear data only 2~ from r·quanta ·has 1. 23 MeV . 
and absorbtion in Mercury is not negligible. 
All these factors are reducing very much the 
contribution of gamma rays from Au200 • It is also evident 
that a chemical separation between Hg and·Au is necessary. 
To explain the existence of Hg199 component which has 
no gamma quanta with energy above 0.4 Mev when set limits; (and 
back bias) were fixed in 0.69 MeV region, we must assume that 
at high activity when two neighbo~ing peaks (one at 0.37 MeV and 
another at 0.69 M·ev) exists, the ·'t.ail from the first one coul.d 
be detected in the second one (10 channels); or it is possible 
./ 199 
as the two rquanta from Hg 0.16 ~d 0~37 MeV to build up 
(cascade) and to enter the 0.69 MeV region.· 
For all four plots if we take the ratio bet.,veen the two 
extrapolated activities at t = 0 we find R = 1.78 - 1.88 values 
(refers to 10 channels) but with first five channels only, this 
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ratio is higher 3~15 (activity of short component/activity of 
long one. 
In these determinations a well crystal has be.en used 
when efficiency is much improved compared with a flat 
crystal. The resolution of a flat crystal is be·t~er than 
other one because higher probability of photo effect. ·In a 
larger crystal the Compton effect as escape' effe.ct is lower 
and resolution is better. These two effects are opposed. 
In another experiment when irradiation lasted 12 minutes 
to verify the long lived components, by ~alibrating the·well 
crystal with s-e75 two peaks of the same half lives (two 
parallel lines) 43 minutes and corresponding to 0.16 and 
0.37 MeV has been found. 
s·o we can ass:ume precisely that the long .component is 
Hg199. 
In an experiment with a flat crystal the activity was 
quite low (low efficiency) but even in this case no gamm~ 
quanta above 0.7 MeV has been obtained (improved resolution). 
200 Because we cannot assUme the complete absence of Au 
(48 min) however undetectable in Hg medium a chemical separation 
needs to be considered. 
Because- efficiency of a flat crystal (for r·t s) is very 
low (1.:.;2%) in the :further experiments we shall use a proportional 
counter (the same type as used in a previous chapter) which 
FIGURE ln 
Apparatus for rapid Au-Hg separation 
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has an efficiency for -~~s (within ~his energy-interval) 
1.8 MeV) of approximately 30,%. Both Au202 (25 sec~.) 
and Au2q3 (55 sec.) emit f.>- rays with energy above 1.8 MeV. 
From Dr. Butement's study (45) an estimation of 1~quanta 
to 10 ~ particles is given and this factor is also favourable . 
to ('!> counting. 
For ~ counting a complete separation betwee.n Au and Hg 
should be done and having in view the very short half li.ves 
a rapid separation is nec:ess:ary. 
Au~Hg separation 
It was made by rapid boil off of Mercury after 
irradiation "'lvi th fast neutrons, when residue c.~:mtain only 
G-old and incidentally Platinum from (n 0() reactions. 
Here are two factors to be consid~red: 
It is desirable that the amount of Mercury to be 
larger to get higher induced activity. 
,. The la~ger the amount of Mercury the longer the 
distillation time. 
From these two opposite considerations, we have es:timated 
that 10 g of Mercury is a reasonable amount which can be 
distilled in 30 seconds .•. 
A very simple apparatus was used for this purpose (Fig. 
10). 
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It consists of a flat-metallic mount on which a. 
copper tray was placed in a central area. On the tray 
circomference a 4 em high ~uartz cylinder tube vdth 
2.5 em. diameter is close placed and fixed vii th two springs· .• 
After irradiation (2 min.) the Mercury is ~u:i,.ckly placed 
an~eheated copper tray, and start boiling instantaneously 
(the mo~t is heated all the time). The ~uartz tube prevents 
Mercury jumping out •. 
In 30 seconds all Mercury is gone and Gold (and Pt) 
residue is placed under proportional counter for activity 
measurement. 
@.: activity measurements on Gold_ 
As we have mentioned an,.end window gas flow proportioJ?.al 
counter for ~ rays has been used~ 
The electronic e~uipment consisted of a scaler controlled 
by a timing unit. With a prefixed time interval the scaler 
is stopped and started automatically. A camera actuated by the 
sam~ timing unit takes pictures on the rol~ film in the 
very short inte.rvals when scaler (and counting equipment). is; 
stopped. On the film is recorded the no. of counts; for 
prefixed intervals the same time with the time intervals. 
From these films the counting rate can be easily calqulat~d 
per each time interval. 
From the end of. irradiation until .. sample starts to be 
80e: 
counted elapses 6o!go sea .• 
Here also we have to use short time intervals for initial 
activity when short component~ exists (12 sec. intervals, 
of which for 10.-:8 sees,. the equipment countsi and for 1.-2 sec. 
it is stopped for recording) and later when short corn~onents 
are gone we shall use 4 minute time· intervals (2.4 s·ec. is 
dead) to record long lived components. 
It is very important to establish the long lived 
components, and from a separate ~ecay curve of this we have 
obtained: a slightly deviated straight line with a half 
life of approx. 45 min. This fact proves the .existence of 
the following nuclear reactions for the long lived cc::nnponents: 
Hg200 (np)Au200(48 min); Hg201(np)Au201 (26 min) and 
Hg202(n~)Pt 199 (30 min. We can assume at least the existence 
of Au200 (48 min) and one (or both) of.other. 
The first (np) reaction should have a higher cross sec:tion 
and has a more abundant target nuclide and it is natural· 
for it to·predorninate. 
It is not very easy to subtract the long activity f~om 
the total one in order to estimate the short lived- components 
because it is a mixture of rather similar long lived activities •. 
A very successfUl technique applied in Durham is based on 
"·Bu.nzley plot"· which permi t_s the calculation of .the two 
activity components at the time t = 0 •. To use. this method 
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we must know the half lives for the two components. In our 
case we assum~d Ti· = 48 min. and 28 min. (average between 
26 min. and 30 min.) 
. .!: \ t ....; ~2t 
Bunney plot use the equation I = I 1 e "1._ .+ I 2e , 
which is divided \rlth e- ~1t and the following equation is 
obtained: 
(absscisa) we shall obtain a straight line (Bunney plot) which 
at interce\ with _the ordinate shoul~ give I~ and when t = 0 ( A1.:.: >t o o o or e = 1 we have· ]. = I.1 + I 2 and 12 is easily 
defined •. 
the time corresponding with the middle of interval in counting 
measurements, subtracting :E: from total acti "'lii ty we shall find 
the decay curve for short component. 
Because this resulting curve is not a straight line 
we assmne that a mixture of the two c'omponents of 
Au202(25 sec?) and Au203(55 sec.) exists. The first activity 
is formed in an (np} reaction and the second in (nd). 
We have defined, from ~ray sp~ctrometry, the existence 
of 55 sec. activity but we exp~ct that cro.ss section for (np) 
reaction to be higher than (nd) one •. 
For the short components dec.ay curve we can also 
apply a Bunney_plot to tind I~ and I~ but half life of 
Au202 is only rather approximate :~no~~ (45) and .1:1, ttle 
information e~ists about its decay scheme. 
.. 
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Because even for Au203 (55 sec), in r ra:y spectrometry 
determination, a doubt could arise if a Dray emiss:ion 
from Au202 (? 25 sec.) exists it might: interfere with Au2C?3 •. 
(55 sec.) We have proposed to check its emis:sion as . 
well as its half life (for Au202). This study cannot be 
done with a Mercury target ·but it should be possible with 
Thallium in checking an (nol) reaction ·which gives the 
same Au202 without int'erference with Au203 • 
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14.MeV neutron bombardment of Thallium target 
In this case being also interested in short lived 
activity the time of irradiation was from 30 to 60 seconds. 
In this con4ition the follovdng nuclear reactions with 
the two Tl stable isotopes, (Tl203 29. B% and Tl205 70. Bjb) 
are likely to be .significant~..;.; 
(n'(>; Tl205(nr)Tl206 (4.2 min.,~· ::;:.1 •. 51 MeV no.r) 
203 202 . (n,2n); Tl (n,2n)Tl '(12d, K,L,e-, .r=· 0.44 MeV) 
005 005 ~ . . (n,p):. Tl (np)Hg (5·.1 min,~' =· 1.8 Mev, ( = 0.20 MeV) 
(n ~); Tl203(n o( )Au200 and Tl205(n~ )Au202. 
~··· 
Thallium thin discs were used as targets and flat 
c_rystal scintillation counter associated. -,vi th 100. channel 
Kicksorter. 
Instead of printing Ol;lt devi_ce, which is. too: slow, 
a camera actu~ted by the timing unit was used .• It takes 
pictures. The spectrum is displayed on the photo tube screen 
(this equi~ment has been described in a previous chapter). 
For short initial activities very short time intervals 
were used, and later when the short component is gone the 
time intervals were much larger.· 
Tl foils are very easily oxidised in air, and during a 
fast neutron irradiation N16 (7.4 sec.) is built up from 
o16 (np)N16 • Checking the dee:ay curve. f'rom the film (which· 
was read with a projector) N16 has been always found interfering 
with any possible 25 sec. activity. By a rapid wash in water 
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of Tl sample af'ter irradiation and using. a 3" diameter flat 
(cylindrical) crystal. no peak with· short ( 25 sec·.) half life 
has been formd. The same results were obta::i,ned wi t'h Tl 
lump in well crystal~ 
From these experiments a well d~fined peak with half life 
12d and · (energy corresponding to 0.·44 MeV prove the existence 
of Tl203(n,2n)Tl202(12d, K,L,e-" r = 0.44 l!.eV) nuclear reaction 
with high cross section., 
Taking into consideration the short half life the rapi~ 
transport of Tl disc from the accelerating tube ~o the counting 
equipment was made \tlth a rabbit fixed at the target assembly~ 
and released when nee:ess:ary. When the rabbit with Tl .. di'sc 
is released it falls in a pipe and transpor.ted. by vacuum to 
the cormting equipment. 
Because no ~ peak with short half life has been 
obtained we conciude that from Tl205(n~)Au202 no r ray 
(detectable) can be ascribed to Au202• In our previous study 
..... 
on Hg targets we.can assume t~at only 55 s~c. A~¢Q3 was the 
short component of the decay curve and no interference 
with Au202 should be poss-ible. 
To continue our study we.rnust :f"ind the half life of' Au202• 
It is poss.ible to produce it· from the· (n CX) reaction just 
mentioned, in Tl metal (disc) as target. 
For this study it is also preferable to use the end window 
gas flow proportional counter \tith the same electronic 
equipment (scaler, timer) as in a previous work and \rlth 
camera actuated by the timer. 
The r.apid transp9rt of the Tl. sample is made by the 
rabbit. (~3 sec.) 
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In.our determinations, to improve the statistics usually 
3 or 4 irradiations of 1 min.. were made and their activities: 
added together. In an initial exponential_ curve· the time 
for corresponding counting rates is not.very important but 
f." or long lived activities their summation is m.fide at the 
same time. 
So the decay curve is to be split in two, one for long 
lived activities and tile other for total activities. 
For long lived dec:ay curve a component of 4.5 min. has 
also been f.ound and this fact suggests: that besides Tl203 (n2n)Tl3l: 
the other nu~l. ear reaction as: Tl. 205 ( n. r'Tl. 206 ( 4. 4 min) and 
Tl205(np)Hg2 5 (5.1 min) are obtained. 
The summation of the long lived. activities including 
12d and 4.5 min· components) from three decay curves,· corrected 
for different time intervals used in the initial measurements 
of short lived activities, was subtracted from the total 
activity at corresponding time. 
·Corrections for background have always been done. 
A decay curve ( l;ltraight line) for Au202 has been obtained •. 
us~ing the same target several times, Tl202(12d) is built 
up so a new Tl disc is required. The same ·time to improv.e 
86. 
the statistics 4·Tl discs (4 irradiations) and two end 
window gas ~low proportional counters ~ixed in parallel 
(the same plateau) were used to obtain improved e~~iciency. 
To reduce the 12d component all 4 samples were irradiated 
~or only 30 see. 
The same calculation procedure has been used, having 
in view the summation o~ 4 decay curves (separated ~or 
initial total activity and ~inal long lived activity,. with 
respee:ti ve time interval· and backgronnd -~orree:tions). 
Finally ~rom the total long lived curve, the summation o~ 
the two long lived components was subtracted, ~rom ~otal · 
.initial activity and short lived component (straight line) 
was obtained •. 
In all these determinations beqause statistics could 
not be very much improved and ~rom di~~iyulties arisen 
~rom very short Au202 hal~ li~e we have ~onnd for Au202 a 
half.life o~ 22 ± 4 sec. 
87. 
Results; and conclusion 
we h~ve established that the half-life of.Au202 is 
22 sec (with rv_, 20% error) and that there is no significant 
r· emiss:ion from this isotope. The short-lived (""55 s~c.) 
. . 203· 0.69 MeV r activity must therefore be ascribed to Au · 
. 204 
:produced by Hg (n.,:pn_). Unfortunately the decay scheme 
of Au203 is not well established, and it is hardly :possible 
to base a cross.:.:.; section meta~surement on this obse.rved (activity •. 
Subtraction of the longer-lived components from the 
Au + Pt fraction of irradiated mercury gives a short-tived 
component of apparent half-life lying between 22 and 55 sec·,. 
APplication of the "Bunney plot" technique to this component 
enaqled us to resolve it into components with these two half 
lives, and comparison with the activity of Au200(48')- for 
which the cross sec:tion for production by Hg200(np) .is 
already well known ..:.: enables us to establish cross sections 
for the two reactions involved:: Hg202 (n,p) Au20~ (25't) and 
Hg204 (n,pnj Au203 (5511 ). The data are sunnnarised below:. 
llil· SJ2ecifications Symbol units Value Remarks 
1 cross 200 200'~48 section for Hg (np)Au min. Jl!b 3.63 (8) lit. 
2 55 sec Au203 activity I 0 55 c/10.8 260 Bunney 
at t:O sec. sec. plot 
.. ,. •·'\' 
(continued) 
3. 25sec. Au202 .activity at 
t~o l 
4 48min. Au200 activity at 
t:O 
5 Au202 disintegration canst. 
6 Au203 disintegration const. 
7 Au~00 disintegration const. 
8 Abundance of Hg200 . 
9 Abundance of' Hg202 
10 Abundance of' Hg20.4 
11 time of' irradiation 
12 cross section· f'or Hg204(nd) 
Au203 
1.3 cross section f'or Hg202(np ). 
_ Au202 . 
I~f?·sec c/10.8 
sec 
3500 
88.-
Bunney 
plot 
!~8 min c/10.8sec. 183 rr 
A2ssec sec. ~ 1 -2Nuclear 2. 77x10 d:ata . 
A55sec· 
A48min 
. 200 a Hg· · 
a Hg202 
a Hg204 
t 
~5sec · 
q: 
·25sec 
sec. - 1 1 •. 26x10..; 2· " 
sec. - 1 2. 4x1o-4 "' 
% 23 •. 1 " 
% 29 •. 8 " 
~ 6 •. 8. If. 
sec. 120 given 
mb 0.6 calculatec 
mb . 1.561. n· 
0"'~5sec and ;CJ;5 sec has been calculated f'rom a very simple 
f'ormula based, as mentioned on ~8min, the activities 
involved a~ t:O, the abundances and ··~ 25sec' ~55sec• 
With the notations adopted in the previous table we can write 
-, 
·Io . 
·· \iemin•.' 
,: ~ t 
( :ll ... e- . 48 ) 
( 1.;.;e- 1\55t) 
has been calculated with a similar f'ormula. 
·0: 25 
All these results are based on experimental determinations . 
of' Coleman et al. (8) of' O""~amin = 3.63. If we assume the 
89·. 
·theoretical result for ~Smin calculated with Brown.:.:Muirhead 
direct interaction theory (when ~8 = 3 •. 0 mb) we fi~, . 
0.495 mb and 1. 29' mb for Hg2?41'(nd)Au203 and Hg202(np )Au202! 
respectively!t · 
Comparing these results with other similar (nd) cross 
section determinations it is slightly higher, but if we take 
into consideration the possible neutron energy spread 14.7 ± 
0.2 M:eV and the fact that these cross sections depend s,trongly 
. . 
on neutron energy we can partially explain this behaviour. 
We sho'l,lld also bear in mind flhe rather large unc:ertainty in 
the value to be taken for the Au202 ha1f.;.;life. 
Generally speaking all e:xPerimental reeults on (nd) 
reactions give higher values for cross sections in comparison 
with theoretical values obtained.by direct interaction theory 
.because ·the last. ones are based only on (n,pn) interpretations 
when the ot~er possibilities such as: (n,np); (nd) e~st. 
We cannot compare our results; with othem similar on Hg. 
target because the (np) and (nd) .nuclear reactions involved 
here are not studied at all in the literature even important 
parameters. as h.alf life (for Au202 ) or decay scheme 
(Au203 ) are unkno\m. 
We are inclined to acc.ept this quite high value for 
( d) . t • . ulti • A• 203 b th hi' h t • • t • n cross sec 1on res ng. 1n .n.U .ecause e ·. g ac 1 v1 1es; 
of 55 sec component observed w1 th t counting equipment as well 
90 •. 
as with f.> .in the ~imits permitted by the imprecision of 
measurements of Au202 half life. At tne same time a note 
of cautd.on rn"Q.st -be introduced. . No information is available 
. -
204 . 204 . 
about. Au (·the product of the J:rg (n,p_) reaction), although 
~ -d~cay systematics would suggest that its half life is 
very short (perhaps only a few. seconds).. The poss·i bili ty 
cannot be exciuded, however, that it has a half-life near 
enough to that of the 55 sec • .A.u.203 to introduce some; 
contribution to the act;ivity ascribed to that nuclide. It 
204 
might be noted that Au - has neutron number_125, (adjacent 
to a closed neutron shell) and even if its ground state has 
a short half-life it would. not be.unlikely to find a meta~. 
stable state with appreciable life~time• 
We have-found difficult an exact determination of 
Au20.2 half life using M·ercury target because the very short 
half life ·involved as well as the many stable isotopes of 
Mercury resulting in many radioactive components. The same· 
· Au202:- obtained in an (not) .reaction in Thallium as 
-mentioned is complicated by the presence of Oxygen. 
The (np) cr·oss section, resulting in Au202 , gives an 
acceptable result, comparable \vith other nuclear reactions With 
-target elements within tge same mass- r~ge. If this 
experimental result obtained :i,n our work ·of' l.P.P.~ mb is compared 
with the value predicted by Gardner in·(44) the value of 
1.40mb, is in very close agreement with our results. 
The ratio of these two values·; ·1.-:56/1_.40 = 1.'1•1. 
91. 
These measurements confirm again the direct interaction 
mechanism between neutron and target nucleus for the (np) 
reaction as well as for (nd) one within the limits mentioned. 
1. 
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